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Preface                                                           
 

 

This industrial Ph.D. thesis was developed within the framework of the research project 

proposed and financially supported by Prysmian S.p.A..  

The project was focused on the study of the PEA method for space charge measurement in 

dielectric materials employed for HVDC cables.  

The research activity was mainly developed at the L.E.PR.E. laboratory of the Department of 

Energy, Information Engineering and Mathematical models, DEIM, of the University of 

Palermo, in which a great experience has been acquired in the use of the PEA cell for flat 

specimens and its related acquisition, calibration and deconvolution software.  

During PhD research activity, for almost six months, the research has been carried out at the 

University of Southampton (UK), under the prestigious supervision of Prof. George Chen, 

which is one of the most world experts in the field of space charge measurements.  

After the acquired experience on space charge measurements in flat samples, the PEA cell for 

cable specimens has been also studied and measurements over mini cables and full-size cables 

have been performed within the Prysmian HV laboratory, in Milan.  

Finally, a further experience of two weeks has been carried out in the HV laboratory of the 

University of Technology, in Toyohashi, Japan. In that occasion, a further study over the PEA 

cell for cable specimens, combined with experimental tests, has been carried out, under the 

supervision of Prof. Naohiro Hozumi. 
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Introduction 
 

 

In the last decades, the High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC) transmission has been more and 

more widely used, thanks to the advantages provided by the Direct Current (DC) over the 

Alternating Current (AC). In particular, by using HDVC systems, the costs of transmission are 

less, there is no reactive power flow and skin effect, while audible noise is reduced, etc….  

As regard the cables used in HVDC systems, initially, mass-impregnated (MI) and oil-filled 

(OF) cables were employed. However, with these cables there were several disadvantages, e.g. 

the limited operating temperature for the MI cable and the limited length for the OF cable. 

Because in the High Voltage Alternating Current (HVAC) systems, the cross-linked 

polyethylene (XLPE) cables have had a great success, thanks to the advantages of insulating 

material (e.g. high dielectric strength, electrical resistivity and good mechanical and thermal 

properties), the cables industry worldwide has begun to use XLPE also for HVDC cables. In 

this way, the problems related to the use of MI and OF cables were overcome. Unfortunately 

the use of XLPE, as insulating material in HVDC systems, promotes the space charge 

accumulation phenomenon, which means a trapped of electrons or ions in the dielectric material 

bulk. The main effect of this phenomenon is the distortion of the original Laplacian electric 

field distribution, which could cause extremely high local electric fields. This in turn may cause 

the insulating material to degrade and this fact can lead to electrical breakdowns and 

electrostatic discharges. 

Based on the above, during the years, the space charge phenomenon started to be widely studied 

from researchers all over the world and thus different space charge measurements techniques 

have been developed. In particular, the Pulsed Electro Acoustic (PEA) method has had great 

success, thanks to the ease of implementation and robustness of the measuring cell.  

This technique, based on propagation of acoustic waves, is subjected to reflections 

phenomenon. In particular, if some components of the PEA cell are not properly sized, the PEA 

cell output signal may be affected by false signals due to wave reflections. In this case, the 

output charge profile is not clear and therefore the real accumulated charge may be mis-

interpreted. For these reasons, in this thesis, a model able to simulate the generation, 

propagation and reflection of acoustic waves within the PEA cell has been developed in Matlab-

Simulink environment.  

Considering that an acoustic wave is described by its pressure and velocity, because of the 

analogies voltage-force (or pressure) and current-velocity, it has been possible to employ 

electrical quantities in order to simulate the behavior of acoustic waves. Furthermore, each PEA 
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cell component can be described by electrical parameters and therefore the behavior of acoustic 

waves within the PEA cell has been simulated as the behavior of voltage and current waves in 

electrical lossy transmission lines.  

In this work, simulations have been carried out for different cases. In particular, the case in 

which the PEA cell is properly sized and other cases in which the thickness of the ground 

electrode and absorber are incorrectly sized have been considered. 

In the first case, the PEA cell output signal is characterized by the peaks due to the accumulated 

surface charges. For the other two cases, the simulation results show that the reflected wave 

within ground electrode and absorber anticipate the acoustic wave due to the main signal. 

Therefore, the output charge profile is affected by reflections.  

Moreover, a further layer of dielectric material has been inserted into the model with the aim to 

simulate the behavior of acoustic waves within the PEA cell in case of a two layers specimen. 

In this case it was found that the thicknesses of both ground electrode and absorber must be 

greater as compared to that calculated for a single layer specimen.  

The developed model, for both one and two layers specimens, has been validated by making a 

comparison between simulation and experimental results. As regard experimental tests, a PEA 

cell available at the TDHVL (Tony Davis High Voltage Laboratory) at the University of 

Southampton has been used, as well as the PEA cell of the LEPRE laboratory (Laboratorio di 

Elettrotecnica e di Prove Elettriche) at the DEIM (Department of Energy, Information 

engineering and Mathematical models) of the University of Palermo.  

In the proposed thesis, the work has been organized as follows.  

In Chapter 1, the state of the art of the space charge measurement systems, which have been 

developed or used in the last two decades, is reported.  

In Chapter 2, the working principle of the PEA cell is widely described, as well as the theoretical 

analysis of the generation, transmission and reflection of acoustic waves within the PEA cell. 

In the final part of this chapter, the basis of the PEA cell output signal process, such as 

deconvolution and calibration techniques, is given as well.  

In Chapter 3, the developed model and all the related equations are reported and described, as 

well as, the Leach’s impedance-type transducer model used to simulate the piezoelectric sensor. 

In addition, an example of dynamic simulation, useful to better understand the waves behavior 

within the PEA cell, is also given. 

In Chapter 4, simulations are made for a single layer specimen and the model validation is 

carried out by comparing simulated and experimental results.  

In Chapter 5, instead, the multi-layers specimen modeling issue is treated. In particular, the 

Maxwell-Wagner theory, useful to calculate the interfacial charge in dielectric/dielectric 
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interface, is described. Also in this case, the study of waves behavior within the PEA cell, and 

thus the relationships useful to properly size the components, are provided.  

Finally, in Chapters 6, the recommendations are given, while in Chapter 7, the overall 

conclusions of the thesis are drawn.  
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Chapter 1 
Review of space charge measurement systems 

 
This chapter deals the state of the art of space charge measurement techniques and it is based 

on the works of the author et al. entitled “Review of Acoustic Methods for Space Charge 

Measurement” [1], “ Review of Space Charge Measurement Systems: Acoustic, Thermal and 

Optical Methods” [2], and “Review of Thermal Methods for Space Charge Measurement” [3]. 

The first measurement of space charge distributions in dielectric materials goes back more than 

fifteen years ago and was highly destructive as it was necessary to cut the material mechanically 

and then visualize the trapped internal charge. 

In the following years the research has focused in the development of non-destructive methods. 

In particular, the techniques were divided into three main groups in relation to the physical 

principle on which they are based, such as acoustic, thermal and optical methods.  Of these 

groups, methods based on acoustic and the thermal phenomena have been largely used also in 

industrial applications, while, the methods based on optical phenomena haven not had much 

success due to the complexity of the measuring cell. For these reasons, a more detailed 

description will be given for acoustic and thermal methods, in particular for the Pulsed Electro 

Acoustic (PEA) technique and for the Thermal Step Method (TSM) belonging to the groups of 

acoustic and thermal methods, respectively. These two techniques have had the greater success 

for measures of space charge on a flat specimens but also on a full-size cables. During the years, 

their measuring cell has been modified in order to make measurements on samples with 

different shapes and sizes. 

In the following sections will be described the main space charge measurement methods 

belonging to the three groups above mentioned, which have been developed or used in the last 

two decades. For each of them, the principles of operation, the different configurations, the 

main applications, the thicknesses analyzed and the spatial resolution will be also reported and 

discussed. 

 
 

1.1.  Thermal group 
 
The main methods belonging to this group are the Thermal Pulse Method (TPM), the Thermal 

Step Method (TSM) and the Laser Intensity Modulation Method (LIMM). The main difference 

between these categories consists in the modality of application of the thermal gradient to the 

sample. More in detail, this gradient can either be a thermal pulse from a flash of light or a 
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thermal step by using a thermal diffuser or a sinusoidal modulated heating by means of a laser 

beam. In the TPM case, the output signal is a voltage response related to the charge and 

polarization distribution and to the temperature change.  

In the TSM and LIMM methods, instead, the output signal is a current response. In the first 

method, the current is connected to the electric field and to the thermal step. In the second 

method, this current is related to the temperature, characteristics of material, and accumulated 

space charge [4]. 

These methods have in common a satisfactory value of spatial resolution, which can be further 

improved through greater accuracy in measurements over the surface and internal temperature 

of the sample [5,6]. 

 

 

1.1.1. The Thermal Pulse Method 
 
The TPM has been introduced in 1976 by Collins [7, 8] and its principle of operation is reported 

in Figure 1.1. This method is based on a thermal pulse generated by a flash of light (8 μs of 

duration), which acts on one of the double-metalized surfaces of the sample. A thermal transient 

is then generated over the sample, and an electrical signal carrying information on the space 

charge distribution inside the sample itself is taken as output.  

The system response ΔV(t) depends on the distribution of space charge ρ(x) and polarization 

P(x). In addition, as shown in equation 1.1, ΔV(t) depends also on the characteristic parameters 

of the insulating material, such as the coefficient of thermal expansion ��, the dielectric 

constant ��, its temperature coefficient �� and, finally, the coefficient of permanent polarization 

��. 

 
 ∆�	
� = 1���� � ��� �	�� −  � ��	���� � � ∆�	�����′�

� � ���
�  (1.1) 

 
Where � = �� − ��, � = �� − �� − �� and d is the sample thickness. 

However, the TPM has not been widely used because of the difficult interpretation of the signal 

for the determination of the real distribution of space charge. In order to solve this issue, several 

signal processing techniques have been developed and presented in literature, from Collins [8] 

through Mopsik [9] and Zheng [10]. 

The TPM was mainly adopted in the past years, for example, to measure the space charge 

distribution in a silicon dioxide of 1 μm thickness by using a short laser pulse (70 ps) [11]. In 

recent years, instead, the method was used in order to tested a metal oxide-semiconductor 
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(MOS) structure with thickness of several hundreds of nanometers [12], but also to perform 2D 

and 3D measurements [13,14]. 

 

 
Figure 1.1. Working principle of the TPM technique.  

 
 
 
1.1.2. The Thermal Step Method 
 
The thermal step method has been conceived in 1988 by Toureille [15] and its principle of 

operation is based on the application of a thermal step to the ends of the related sample in order 

to measure the current response due to the thermal expansion of the sample itself. More in 

detail, a thermal diffuser provides a heat step, which creates a thermal wave. This wave will 

diffuse through the thickness of the dielectric, which determines either an expansion or a 

contraction of the material, a variation of the insulation permittivity and causing a temporary 

and reversible displacement of the space charge located within the sample. This displacement 

will be, then, reflected on the electrodes, determining a variation of the induced charge and, 

consequently, a current between the electrodes. The value of this current I(t) read by a pico-

ammeter (pA) is related to the distribution of both the electric field and the space charge [16]. 

This setup is called TSM in short-circuit condition, and the scheme is shown in Figure 1.2. 

The expression of I(t) is reported in the following equation: 
 

  	
� = −�! � "	�� #∆�	�, 
�#

�

� �� (1.2) 

 

where � = �� − �� (in which ��  is the coefficient of thermal expansion and ��  is the 
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temperature coefficient of the insulating material).While, the term C is the capacitance of the 

sample before the application of the thermal step, d is the sample thickness, E(x) is the electric 

field at the abscissa x and ΔT the temperature step. Once E(x) and the dielectric constant of the 

material ε are known, from Poisson’s equation (see equation (1.3)) the distribution of the space 

charge can be determined. 

For this purpose, the adoption of the deconvolution technique is needed, e.g., the “Fourier 

series” or the “process of successive derivatives” that allows the reduction of the deconvolution 

calculation time or the “technique of the inverse matrix” that reduces not only the calculation 

time but also the related error [17]. 

 

 � = � #"	��#�  (1.3) 

 

Initially, the TSM has been applied for 2-20 mm insulation thicknesses with 150 μm of 

resolution. However, by means of a faster heating, thin insulations in the range of 10-100 μm 

with a resolution in the order of tenths of a micrometer can be investigated [18]. 

The TSM can be also applied to the field of micro and nano electronics. However, this method 

can be destructive when the investigation concerns layers of material with thicknesses below 

micrometers [19]. In order to overcome this problem, the thermal step technique is joined to the 

capacitance-voltage technique, which is accurately proposed in [20]. More in particular, Dagher 

et al. [21] brought the resolution to values between 22 nm (in polymeric materials) and 50 nm 

(in silicon dioxide) by using an optical instrumentation with laser pulse of the order of 

femtoseconds. The signal to noise ratio was low, so the method needed further investigations.  

An important work has been also carried out by Stancu et al.,[22] which analyses the space 

charge behavior in a low density polyethylene (LDPE) disks of 0.5 mm thickness, with and 

without water trees. Experimental results have shown that the presence of water trees increases 

the accumulation of the space charges. 

The proposed method has several significant advantages with respect to other thermal 

techniques. This is due to the nondestructive nature of the TSM, which is achieved by choosing 

the value of the maximum temperature imposed by the thermal step equal to the room 

temperature. 

A drawback of the proposed technique is related to the thermal contact between the radiator 

and the sample, which could cause, if imperfect, temperature fluctuations and, therefore, 

attenuation or delay of the current response [23]. 
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Figure 1.2. Working principle of the TSM in short-circuit condition. 
 

 

1.1.3. The Thermal Step Method Under Applied DC Field 
 
In year 2000 Agnel et al. developed a work finalized to perform space charge measurements 

under the application of a DC electric field [24]. However, the scheme of Figure 1.2 was not 

completely suitable for the measurements under electric field, because of the use of the current 

amplifier. In detail, the current amplifier must not be in contact with the high voltage, and also 

if a setup with the current amplifier placed between the sample (submitted to high voltage) and 

ground is used, the conduction and the polarization currents are likely to mask the thermal step 

current.  

To overcome this challenge, a compensation sample (with the same dimensions of the sample 

under test) in front of the specimen was placed, obtaining the so called “double capacitor” 

configuration, which is represented in Figure 1.3 [25]. 

In order to measure space charge distribution, the testing procedure requires two steps: first, the 

high voltage is applied to the middle electrode, thus the two sample constitute two identical 

capacitances placed in parallel with respect to the high voltage source. In this way the same 

amount of charge is accumulated on both samples, while the pA is short circuited. Second, 

during the measurement, the high voltage generator is disconnected in order to avoid the 

carriage of charges through the electrodes, compromising the correct measurement.  

The thermal step current is then measured by exciting thermally the specimen under test, while 

the pA is connected to the compensation sample. In this way the two samples are in series with 

each other and with the pA, therefore the short-circuit condition (as in the general case of the 

TSM described in the previous paragraph) are fulfilled. 
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The space charge, in this case, can be assessed in the same manner described for the classic 

TSM. 

The expression of the thermal step current I(t) is given by:  

 

  	
� =  − �!%  � "	�� #∆�	�, 
�#
 ���
�  (1.4) 

 

where !% is the capacitance seen by the current amplifier. In particular, during the measurement, 

in which the two samples are in series, the value assumed by !% is equal to ! 2⁄ . 

 

 
 

Figure 1.3. Working principle of the TSM with double capacitor. 
 

In 2014, Laurentie et al. proposed the “contactless” configuration in order to measure both the 

space charge inside the dielectric and the surface charge. In this configuration the upper face of 

the specimen is isolated from the upper electrode through a thin layer of air, avoiding 

disturbances. The diagram and explanation of the method are provided in [26]. The spatial 

resolution, which decreases when the distance between the space charge inside the sample and 

the electrode in contact with the thermal diffuser increases, is comprised between 50 and 100 

μm for a polyethylene terephthalate (PET) sample of thickness of 100 μm. 

In order to evaluate the influence of the electric field gradient and temperature in the charges 

distribution, space charge profiles were carried out in 0.5 mm of a XLPE sample, under different 

DC electrical stress (from 2 to 60 kV/mm) and temperatures (from 70 to 90°C). The obtained 

results have shown that the space charge accumulation grows with the increase of both electric 

field and temperature [27]. 
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1.1.4. The Thermal Step Method for cables 
 

The thermal step method can also be applied to power cables by using two possible techniques: 

• The Outer Cooling Technique, OCT. 

• The Inner Heating Technique, IHT. 

The principle of operation of both techniques does not differ from the TSM described in the 

preceding paragraphs. In this case the differences consist in the electrodes that are replaced by 

the core of cable and outer semicon, while the thermal diffuser is disposed around the cable 

under test. The test setup is shown in Figure 1.4, and the expression of the output signal I(t) is 

similar to that of the flat sample configuration (equation (1.2)), in which the integral one is 

extended to the inner and outer rays of the cable insulation, (� and (), respectively, as reported 

in the equation (1.5) [28, 29]. 

 

 
Figure 1.4. Application of the TSM to cable sample. 

 
 
  	
� = −�! � "	(� #∆�	(, 
�#


�*
�+

�� (1.5) 

 
The work in reference [29] shows how to determine the electric field and the space charge 

profiles. In addition, the work  [30] demonstrates that the resolution of the method is in the 

order of millimeters and typically smaller than 20 mm. As well as for the flat specimens 

discussed in Paragraph 1.1.2, a similar experiment was done in order to evaluate the effect of 

water trees on space charge accumulation in 50 cm and 70 m long cable specimens [31]. The 

smaller sample has been tested by using the OCT (a thermal step of −30°C), while the longer 

one was studied using IHT. The presence of water trees, as for flat specimens, results in a greater 
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accumulation of charge for both samples. 

The described method has been also developed for onsite applications, by using power DC/DC 

converters for the control of high currents circulating in the inductor wrapped on the cable [32]. 

The TSM has been applied by Mazzanti et al. to the cables during both pre-qualification and 

type tests [33]. The same article reports the most relevant problems related to this method. A 

relevant challenge for this method can be identified by the significant space occupied by the 

measurement setup, which is also composed by an additional cable (namely “compensation 

cable”), identical to the cable under test and connected to its terminals. This is made in order to 

avoid the problems related to the current amplifier, as described in Paragraph 1.1.3.  

Another problem consists in the test procedure, because before the space charges measurement 

the DC source must be disconnected, while the cold liquid must begin to flow. This fact involves 

longer times between two subsequent measurements, when compared to other techniques, such 

as the Pulsed Electro Acoustic (PEA) method (this method will be described later). 

 

 
1.1.5. Alternative Thermal Wave Method 
 

The Alternative Thermal Wave Method (ATWM) was developed by Reboul et al. in 2001 for 

measurements on thin dielectrics located in power capacitors [34]. The main difference 

compared to the TSM is that employed to have a better resolution using a thermal excitation 

over a long period of time rather than a single stimulus. As a matter of fact, the thermal 

excitation brought by the radiating electrode does not give sufficient resolving power for the 

space charge measurement in thin dielectric films (due to a high number of information lost 

during the beginning of the transient current). The resolving power can be improved by using 

a long periodic thermal excitation [35]. With this method, a resolution of a few μm is obtained, 

and a wide range of thicknesses from 50 μm up to 3 mm can be analyzed. The ATWM is used 

in order to measure the space charge profiles, while another technique, called Thermal 

Stimulated Discharge Current (TSDC), can be used to study the injection, transport, and 

trapping of charges. By considering this aspect, in [35] these two techniques have been applied 

simultaneously in order to carry out a complete study of space charge behavior. In 2011, the 

ATWM was improved in terms of accuracy by applying two simultaneous thermal waves in 

both surfaces of the specimen [36]. 
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1.1.6. Laser Intensity Modulation Method 
 

The Laser Intensity Modulation Method (LIMM) was invented by Lang and Das-Gupta during 

the mid-1980s [37, 38].  

Generally, in the LIMM method the metalized surfaces of a specimen are heated by using a 

laser with modulated sinusoidal intensity in time, as shown in Figure1.5. Therefore, a non-

uniform distribution of the temperature is produced along the thickness of the sample. The laser 

beam is absorbed by the electrode, and its sinusoidal modulation causes a sinusoidal fluctuation 

of the temperature in the electrode. Consequentially, a temperature wave is diffused within the 

sample and attenuated and delayed in phase. In this way, an unevenly distributed thermal force 

is displayed over the sample. Therefore, the interaction between this force and the space charge 

generates a sinusoidal pyroelectric current, which is amplified and subsequently processed.  

 

 
 

Figure 1.5. Working principle of the LIMM technique.  
 
The sinusoidal pyroelectric current I(t) can be written by the following expression: 

 

  	
� =  ,� � -	�� #∆�	�, 
�#
 ���
�  (1.6) 

 
where T is the temperature and G(x) the distribution function, while S and d are the area and the 

thickness of the sample, respectively. 

As well as for the methods previously described, several deconvolution techniques have been 

developed during the years, finalized to determine both the space charge and the polarization 

distributions [39, 40]. In particular, in the LIMM technique the mathematical processes to 
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follow are more complex due to an ill-posed problem with multiple solutions that resides in this 

method. 

This technique has been applied to many application fields, from measurements in the dielectric 

used in spatial applications [41, 42] to measurements in XLPE specimens [40, 41], with a 

resolution between 1 and 2 μm. 

 

 

1.1.7. Focused Laser Intensity Modulation Method 
 

In order to carry out 3D measurements starting from the LIMM method, Marty-Dessus et al. 

developed the Focused Laser Intensity Modulation Method, also named Focused LIMM 

(FLIMM) [45]. The principle of operation has remained unchanged with respect to the LIMM 

technique. However, as shown in Figure 1.6, which schematically represents the test setup of 

this method, the three dimensional distributions of the space charge are obtained by moving the 

laser beam generated by the laser diode in the two directions z-y. 

 

 
Figure 1.6. Working principle of the FLIMM technique. 

 

The measure along the x-direction, which corresponds to the thickness direction, depends on 

the laser beam modulation frequency. The output current signal of the system, I( f ), is given by 

the following equation: 

 

  	.� = �/ 021 ∗ . � 3	���	�, .���4
�  (1.7) 
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where A is the cross-sectional area of laser beam, L is the specimen thickness, T is the 

temperature, and k is the generalized pyroelectric coefficient. 

In [46] the proposed method was compared with the TPT in order to determine the three-

dimensional polarization distributions in poly (vinylidenefluoride-trifluoroethylene) (PVDF-

TrFE) film. The carried out tests have shown that the TPT gives very good and fast results, 

while the FLIMM was characterized with a better lateral resolution. 

The FLIMM technique was used for thicknesses up to μm and resolutions in the lateral direction 

and in the axial direction of few μm and ~1 μm, respectively [47, 48]. The range of these 

parameters was depending on both the amplitude of the laser beam and the mathematical 

method used. 

Marty-Dessus and other researchers have recently modified the FLIMM method by creating an 

air gap between the upper measuring electrode and the related sample [49]. Their first 

experiment has involved the 2D and 3D cartography of  the space charge carried out in polar 

PVDF (Polyvinylidenefluoride) and electron irradiated PTFE (Polytetrafluoroethylene) 

samples. 

 

 
1.2.  Acoustic group 

The most important methods belonging to this group are the Pulsed ElectroAcoustic (PEA) 

method and the Pressure Wave Propagation (PWP) method. The latter includes the Piezoelectric 

Induced Pressure Wave Propagation method (PIPWP or Piezo-PWP) and the Laser Intensity 

Pressure Pulse (LIPP) method. While, the PEA method was the most widely used and changed 

over the years. The working principle of the different configurations of the PEA method 

remains the same, the mainly differences are in the measuring cells, which have been modified 

in order to carry out tests for flat specimen (also in 2 and 3 dimensions), for cables, in situ 

(Portable PEA) or for measure simultaneously both the space charges inside the dielectric and 

the surface charges (Open Upper Electrode).   

All acoustic methods use the same physical principle based on the propagation through the 

sample of acoustic waves. The pressure waves are generated in different ways for different 

methods. Considering a single wave, it starts from the inside of the sample in the case of the 

PEA method, while it starts from the outside of the sample in the case of the PWP method. In 

each case the pressure pulse propagates as shown in Figure 1.7, in which a sample of perfect 

insulating material, with thickness d and relative permittivity ��, interposed between two 

metallic electrodes (A and B) is considered. 
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Figure 1.7. Propagation of the pressure wave. 

 
The wavefront 56 of the pressure wave, generated by the vibration of the transducer or of the 

charges, travels through the sample at the speed of sound vS. The mechanical perturbation, 

caused by this wave of pressure, acts on the atomic structure of the material causing a 

compression and then the displacement of the charges trapped in its inner space and the 

variation of the relative permittivity ��. Depending on the space charge distribution and pressure 

wave characteristics, a variation in the induced charge to the electrodes placed at the ends of 

the specimen is generated. Depending on the circuit conditions, open or closed, a variation of 

voltage or current will be generated as output, as shown in equations (1.8) and (1.9), 

respectively. 

 

 �	
� = 78-�9 � "	:, 0�<	:, 
�=>
� �: (1.8) 

 

  	
� = 78!�-�9 � "	:, 0� #<	:, 
�#

=>

� �:        (1.9) 

 

Where 78 is the compressibility of the sample, !� is the capacitance of noncompressed sample 

and -�9  is the ratio between the relative permittivity of the non-compressed (orange fraction of 

Figure 1.7, ��) and the compressed (yellow fraction of Figure 1.7, ��∗) parts of the sample. 

While, 56   is the abscissa of the wavefront (56 = ?8 
), "	:, 0� is the profile of the electric field 

within the sample at the instant when the compression is applied (time t = 0) and, finally, <	:, 
� 

is the pressure profile. 
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Analyzing the evolution over time of the voltage or current, it is possible to finally get 

information on the distribution of space charge within the sample. In the PEA method, the 

output signal is a voltage, while, in the PIPWP and LIPP methods the output is a current signal 

[4].  

 

 

1.2.1. The Pulsed Electro Acoustic method  
 

The PEA method was developed by Takada in 1987 [50]. The working operation is based on 

the one-dimension Coulomb force law and the principle diagram for a flat specimen is shown 

in Figure 1.8. It consists essentially of a high voltage direct current generator ��@, which is used 

in order to create a constant electric field within the sample and then allow the accumulation of  

the space charges. These charges subjected to the pulse voltage A�	
� will move slightly, this 

movement generates pressure waves that reach the piezoelectric sensor (generally based on a 9 

µm thick polyvinylidene fluoride, PVDF) which allows the conversion from an acoustic signal 

to a voltage signal proportional to the space charges. The absorber is used in order to avoid 

reflections and the amplifier to increase the amplification of the signal. Finally, the output 

voltage signal V(t), viewed in the oscilloscope, is sent to the computer to be processed [4, 51].  

The output signal of the system, in frequency domain, is expressed as the following equation: 

 

 �	.� = ,	.� �B	0�?8∆C + E	.� + B	��?8∆C exp I− J21.�?8 K� (1.10) 

 

where S(f) is the system response function that depends on the properties of the transducer and 

amplifier, while the terms in square brackets represent the pressure wave. In which, the first 

component is the surface charge at the ground electrode (that corresponds to the electrode in 

the right side of Figure 1.8, near the transducer), the second component is the accumulated 

charge in the sample and the third component is the surface charge at the upper electrode. The 

sampling time is denoted by ∆τ, while ?8 is the speed of sound of the sample with thickness 

from 0 to d. More mathematical details will be given in the following chapters in which the 

PEA method is widely described and discussed.  
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Figure 1.8. Working principle of the PEA method.  

 

During the years many experiments have been done in different materials with thickness ranges 

between 27 mm and 25 µm.  As regards the spatial resolution of the method, Kumaoka et al. 

brought the value of this parameter in the range between 1.6 µm and 3 µm for samples of 

thickness 25 - 100 µm, by using a pulse voltage of 100 V with the pulse width of 0.6 ns [52]. 

In order to test specimens at a normal operating conditions temperature, Kitajima et al. 

introduced a band heater around the upper part of the PEA cell, while on the lower electrode 

has been inserted a thermocouple as temperature sensor. A change was also made on the 

transducer, by replacing the PVDF (which is fine if the thermal gradient is low) with the lithium 

niobate (LiNbO3) crystal, as the latter turns out to have a stable output signal to high 

temperatures, making the measure more accurate [53].  

When the PEA method is used, both for flat specimens and for other type of tests discussed in 

the next paragraph, an important aspect concerns the material homogeneity. Indeed, if a material 

is not acoustically uniform, the acoustic wave generated from the charge can be distorted. 

Interesting studies have been made by Wadamori et al [54] in which they proposed a numerical 

model for estimating the effect of acoustic mismatching in a sample on the output of PEA 

signals. Whereas  Holè et al. in [55-57] analyzed the case of complex geometries and the case 

in which filler particles are present inside the sample. In these works, it was found that if the 

diameter of the filler particles is larger than the smaller resolution of the measurement system, 

the output signal is distorted. 
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1.2.2. Three-Dimensional PEA 
 

Three-Dimensional measures can be carried out when investigating small areas, such as voids 

or tree defects. For this purpose Imaizumi et al. developed the 3D PEA system, with a principle 

similar to the classic PEA and the difference of having a piezoelectric transducer and a detecting 

electrode with small dimensions. To carry out measures in 3D, in this first application, it was 

necessary to move the specimens along the coordinates x and y, to have as output the 

distribution of space charge along x, y, and z. In this way the method could not be easily used 

because it was necessary to move the sample, since the area where the measure was carried out 

was rather limited [58]. 

In 2001, Maeno improved the measurement system by introducing a numerical control on the 

detector’s position in order to measure the 3D distribution in a more practical and fast way. 

This new method is called "Acoustic lens method" and a diagram showing the principle is 

presented in Figure 1.9. In this case the sample remained still, while the detector constituted by 

the transducer and the acoustic lens moved along the lateral directions x and y. Only the pressure 

wave generated in the small focused area by the lens reaches the sensor. To obtain the complete 

3D space charge distribution it is necessary to move this detector, acquire the new values, and 

then put them in sequence [59, 60]. 

 

 
Figure 1.9. Working principle of the Acoustic Lens method. 

 

The attained resolution was 12 µm in the thickness direction, and 0.5 mm in the lateral direction. 

Considering that both the transducer and the acoustic lens are in a shielded box placed under 

the ground electrode, the acoustic waves reached the sensor going through a liquid within the 
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shielded box. It was found that the use of mercury as liquid, prevented the waves reflections 

from taking place in the interfaces electrode/liquid and liquid/lens. Mercury, indeed, shows 

acoustic impedance similar to that of aluminum constituting the cell components [60, 61]. 

In a recent work undertaken by Maeno et al. on samples of thickness between 250 and 750 µm, 

the resolution in the vertical direction is 16 µm, while in the lateral direction the resolution 

improves considerably to a value of 100 µm [62]. 

Unlike the classic PEA, in the 3D system, the output waveform has the main peak preceded by 

a broad signal, due to the use of acoustic lens.  

The 3D PEA system is not suitable for observing space charge dynamics that change rapidly 

because it takes a long time to scan a small portion of material. Therefore it is widely used for 

monitoring long time ageing phenomena such as ion migration, for example in a printed circuit 

boards [63-65]. 

 

 

1.2.3. Two-Dimensional PEA 
 

To evaluate the transient behavior of the space charge, a system for real-time measurement is 

needed. For this purpose, Fukuma et al. developed a 2D space charge measurement system. 

Such system was acting both in lateral direction and in the thickness direction, using the 

principle of the PEA method but with a greater number of acoustic sensors. The diagram 

showing the working principle is shown in Figure 1.10 and the method is called “multi-

dimensional space charge measurement system” or “multi-sensor PEA system” [66]. During 

the experiments, the ten PVDF sensors were stuck to the bottom electrode, and spaced 3 mm 

from each other so that individual signals from the sensors were detected at the same time in 

which the coaxial switch was acting. The same data could be processed later. The system, with 

a resolution in the lateral direction of 3 mm was employed to measure both in 2D and in 3D 

depending on the sensors position: 2D, if they are located in line; 3D, if they are located in the 

nodes of a grid [59]. 

The number of sensors is limited by the analog to digital converter, which is more expensive in 

relation to the number of available channels. To make a less expensive system, either 2D or 3D, 

the Scanning Sensor Type (SST) was developed. It used an analog switch and a single channel 

A/D converter [67]. A detailed explanation, a description of the components used and the layout 

of the test system are reported in the same article. In [66-68] materials of different thickness 

between 100 and 300 μm were tested, obtaining a resolution of 15 μm in the thickness direction 
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and 1.5 mm in the lateral direction for sensors placed at 1.5 mm (because the lateral resolution 

depends on the distance between the sensors). 

 

 
Figure 1.10. Working principle of the Multi-dimensional space charge measurement system. 

 

 

1.2.4. Open Upper Electrode 
 

Dielectric materials used in spacecrafts are subject to special environmental conditions. 

However in these cases the surface charge should also be considered. Given that the upper 

electrode is in contact with the specimen in the classic configuration of the PEA method, it is 

difficult to measure the surface charge. To measure the surface charge it is necessary to create 

a floating potential both on the surface as well as on the electrode. The electric field is then 

applied through the floating electrode, both to the bulk and to the surface of the specimen. In 

this way, the acoustic signals are generated both for the surface charges and for the space 

charges. 

For this purpose, in 2004 [69] a new configuration of the PEA cell called “Open Upper 

Electrode” was developed, in which the top electrode remains detached from the sample. A 

detailed diagram showing the cell setup is shown in Figure 1.11 [70], and substantially there 

are no significant differences as compared to the traditional PEA. In ordinary PEA, also the 

sample pressed by the upper electrode remained in close contact with the electrodes. In this 

experimental setup, on the contrary, it was difficult to press the specimen because the upper 

electrode was not in touch with it. High viscosity silicone oil and other materials were thus used 

to improve the contact between the upper electrode and the sample. In this set-up, besides, is 
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present a motor, which is used to move the upper electrode in the irradiation or measurement 

position.  

 

 
Figure 1.11. Working principle of the Open PEA [70]. 

 

In order to adapt the voltage pulse to the sample (and find a good compromise between applied 

voltage and sensitivity of the charge detection), the work in [70] proposes a gap of 1 mm 

between the electrode and the sample.  

In [71-72] a new set-up called “Open Ring Electrode” (ORE) was proposed. Such setup, 

differently from the Open PEA, allowed carrying out the measure without stopping the 

electronic bombardment. In this way it was possible to perform measures during the irradiation. 

The tested samples had a thickness ranging between 189 µm and 500 µm with a resolution of a 

few micrometers. 

 

 

1.2.5. Portable PEA 
 

In 2002, Maeno created a portable space charge measurement system. Unlike the complete 

measuring system that is too large to be transported, the developed system improved the 

waveform of the voltage pulse so as to directly observe the profile of the space charge on the 

oscilloscope without the need to process the signal via PC [73]. The goal of the author was to 

match the waveform of pressure that arrived to the piezoelectric transducer directly with the 

space charge profile. The resolution of this measuring system was not very different from that 

of the classic PEA and was approximately equal to 10 µm for samples with thickness of  500 

µm. The mathematical processes and details of the method that lead to the point of avoiding the 

deconvolution and so to the use of the PC are described in [73]. In the same work, there is also 

the diagram of the wiring and the description of the new pulse generator used, which differs 
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from that of the traditional PEA primarily due to the fact that it provides a voltage pulse of a 

much smaller width. 

The test ground includes the oscilloscope, a battery pack, the new pulse generator and a kind of 

pincer, which is nothing more that the mini-PEA cell, as reported in Figure 1.12 [59].  

 

 
Figure 1.12. Test ground of the Portable PEA [59]. 

 

There is a problem in the construction of the upper electrode, because to avoid partial discharge 

this electrode is filled with epoxy resin. This implies that, if a fault occurs, the electrode will be 

changed entirely. With the suitable variations shown in [59], it is possible to use the mini-PEA 

cell also to carry out measures within the irradiation chamber. In this case the system was called 

“Mountable PEA” and different experimental tests are reported in [59, 61, 74]. 

A limitation of the portable PEA system is due to the fact that only the surface charge near the 

electrodes can be observed. This is because the electric field gradient is very low (about 12 

kV/mm) to allow the formation of space charges within the sample. 

 

 

1.2.6. PEA for cables 
 

The application of the PEA method for coaxial geometries was performed by Fukunama in 

1990 [75]. 

The principle of generation, propagation and reception of the acoustic wave remained the same 

to that of the PEA for flat specimens. The differences consist in the shape of the electrodes, in 

the features of the pulse generator and in the signal process. 

To perform measurements in cables it is necessary to remove a part of the outer tape in order 

to have access to the external semiconductor layer and apply the pulse voltage A�	
� between 
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ground and measuring point (at the centre of an exposed section of the external semicon) 

through two circular aluminum electrodes, as shown in Figure 1.13 [76-77]. 

 

 
 

Figure 1.13. Measuring set-up of the PEA method for cables. 
 

To prevent the change of the electrode dimensions for the analysis of cables with different 

sections, it is possible to use the floating ground electrode (an electrode of variable size). This 

type of cell has allowed the measurements of insulation thicknesses between 3.5 and 20 mm 

[78-83] with a resolution for the latter value approximated to tenths of a millimeter. The low 

value of the latter parameter was not a main problem, since the thicknesses analyzed were of 

considerable size. 

The tests under temperature gradient, proposed by Wang in 1995, are carried out by using a 

current transformer which is used to circulate a certain current on the cable in order to bring it 

to the desired temperature, by exploiting the Joule effect [84]. 

The measures under thermal gradient, as well as for the power cables, have also been used for 

mini-cables. The measurement set up did not differ from the previous one and the scheme is 

shown in [85]. In this work, and in others found in literature [86-88], the type of insulation is 

always XLPE, while the thickness was approximately 1.5 mm. 

Among the PEA developments, carried out by Montanari et al., it is possible to find the system 

called “Ultra-Fast space charge measurements”, used in the case in which the small charge 

quantities going through the cable insulations for a very small period of time, could be measured 

[89-91]. This arrangement is similar to the PEA system for cables, but it improved the 

acquisition speed by using last generation instruments. Moreover, the voltage pulse given by 

the pulse generator would have amplitude of 1500 V, duration 50 ns and 4 kHz repetition 

frequency [91]. 

As regards the disadvantages, there are several problems related to the application of the PEA 

method at cables geometries. Due to the greater complexity of the signal processing and in order 
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to get an accurate space charge profile, it is necessary to consider the divergence of the voltage 

pulse and of acoustic wave across the insulation. The latter is also highly attenuated and 

distorted due to the high thicknesses of insulations under test [81]. Further problems reside in 

the measurement set-up, as it is very large and thus needs a lot of space, in particular for cable 

under test and terminations. In addition, the grounding system requires particular care in order 

to avoid spurious signals in the output waveform. Furthermore, in the PEA system there is a 

low signal-to-noise ratio combined with the frequency response of transducer and amplifier 

[33]. Ultimately, the PEA method is destructive for full-size cables since the outer tape and 

screen along the measuring area must be removed. 

 

 

1.3.  Pressure Wave Propagation Method 
 

The PWP method, with principle of operation based on the propagation of a pressure wave 

within the sample, was conceived by Laurenceau in 1976 [92] and later developed by Alquié 

[93-95]. There are several configurations of this technique in relation to how the pressure wave 

is generated. The most employed ones used a piezoelectric transducer or a laser. If the 

transducer is used, the developed techniques are the "Piezoelectric Induced Pressure Wave 

Propagation method", PIPWP, also called “Piezo-PWP”, the "Piezoelectrically Induced 

Pressure Pulse", PIPP, and "Piezoelectrically Induced Pressure Step”, PIPS. This last technique 

developed by W. Eisenmenger et al. [96-98] together with the "Laser Induced Pressure Pulse 

method", LIPP, introduced in 1981 by G. M. Sessler et al. [99] in which the laser is used, laid 

the foundations for the development of these methods. 

 

 

1.3.1. The PIPWP configuration 
 

The PIPWP configuration, shown in Figure 1.14, uses the same components of the PEA cell 

(see Figure 1.8). Here, unlike the PEA method, a voltage pulse A�	
� is applied to a piezoelectric 

transducer in order to generates a pressure pulse. The latter propagates on the dielectric, 

perturbing the space charges with a consequent change of surface charges on the electrodes. 

From the measurement of the displacement current i(t), due to the charge variation over time, 

it is possible to determine the distribution of space charge in the specimen with resolution that 

varies from 2 to 5% for the range of thicknesses between 100 and 1000 µm [100-101].  
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Figure 1.14. Working principle of the PIPWP method. 

 
The output signal of the system, in frequency domain, is expressed as the following equation: 

 

  	.� = ,	.� �B	0�L8∆C + E	.� + B	��L8∆C exp I− J21.�L8 K� (1.11) 

 

where all terms are the same as those present in equation 1.10 for the PEA signal output. 

The PWP technique is also used for measurements in 3D with a resolution in the directions x-

y equal to 2.5 µm, while that in the z direction is not as efficient. The latter can be improved by 

increasing the working frequency [102]. Besides this, Takada et al. used a technique to calculate 

the space charge in dielectrics used in spacecraft [103]. In the same article they define the value 

of the resolution to 5 µm for a kapton sample with thickness of 50 µm.  

A critical aspect of this method is the safety of the measurement system. Only a coupling 

capacitor separates the signal detecting circuit from the high voltage circuit. This means that 

the output signal is sensitive to external electrical noise and, therefore, if an electric breakdown 

takes place, the signal detection circuit could be destroyed [100]. 

 

 

1.3.2. The LIPP configuration 
 

The LIPP method has been widely used by G.M. Sessler et al. not only for the measurement of 

space charge, but also for polarization and piezoelectricity profiles detection in different kinds 

of insulating materials [104-106] in which the resolution is about 1 µm [107]. The LIPP method 

in its latest configurations has a block diagram as shown in Figure 1.15 and employs a laser that 
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shoots high intensity pulses on an absorbing layer placed on a side of the sample. The target 

absorbs the laser energy and converts it into a mechanical energy due to its expansion. In this 

way it creates a pressure wave that travels through the sample, resulting in the variation of the 

surface charge in the electrodes and consequently, in the appearance of electric current i(t) in 

the external circuit [4]. 

 

 
Figure 1.15. Working principle of the LIPP method. 

 

By making a comparison with the methods previously described, which make use of the 

transducer, the LIPP shows a better spatial resolution due to a more rapid rising edge of the 

pressure pulses and also does not require a deconvolution.  

The LIPP method is also employed to make tests under temperature gradient on the materials 

used in power cables. In the test setup, compared to the traditional case reported in Figure 1.15, 

some heating coils were added in proximity of the irradiated electrode as well as a thermocouple 

to measure the temperature [108]. 

In the past years, as indicated in [4], the method has been used for measurements on thin or 

very thin samples with thicknesses 0.1–1 mm, in cable specimens, but not to full-size power 

cables. 

Recent developments of the method are proposed by Stéphan Holé in [109], where it is reported 

the possibility to bring the resolution to 50 nm in silicon dioxide and 100 nm in silicon nitride 

200 nm thick, by using a laser pulse of the order of femtoseconds and an Electro-optic sampling.  

The LIPP technique is also applicable to complex materials exhibiting either a divergent electric 

field or a heterogeneous structure. In these cases, the method has a problem due to the fact that 

the output signal is not only related to the presence of charges but it also depends on other 

spurious contributions [109]. 

To improve the sensitivity and resolution of the method the interface target/electrode was 

investigated, while the material, interposed between these two elements, had the task of 
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reducing the reflections. Different liquids have been analyzed and it was pointed out that the 

best conditions were obtained by using a thin layer of Indian ink with laser pulse having energy 

equal to 180 mJ [110]. 

The LIPP technique, mainly in the past years, it was also used when the samples are previously 

charged with an electron beam. For example, the space charge distribution was determined in 

Mylar and Kapton films charged with 10 to 40 keV electron beams [111], but also in 

Polyethyleneterephthalate (PET) films charged with beam energies within the range of 4-55 

keV [112].  

The electron beam is used not only for charging the samples, as described above, but also to 

detect the space charge distribution within the insulating materials by means of the so called 

“electron-beam method”. In this technique, the sample interposed between the two electrodes 

(rear and front electrodes), is initially charged, and then exposed to a series of electron beam 

irradiations. In this way, a virtual electrode is created and is capable to sweep through the 

sample in relation to the energy supplied by the electron beam irradiation. By sweeping the 

virtual electrode through the sample, from front to the rear electrode, an amount of charges will 

be released in the rear electrode; thus, the evaluation of the currents from the rear electrode 

yields the charge distribution [112, 113]. 

 

 

1.4.  Optical method 
 

The optical methods used to measure space charge distribution have not been widely used over 

the years due to the complexity of the measuring cell. For these reasons we will be given a brief 

and general description of these methods, without going into detail.   

Optical methods are used to measure the distribution of space charge in dielectrics starting from 

the measurement of the electric field. When the lines of force of an electric field pass through 

a dielectric material the electro-optical effect appears. The latter consists in the change of the 

refractive index of the material itself. The phenomena that generate the refractive index 

variation are the Kerr effect and the Pockels effect. If a beam of light strikes a material with 

different values of refractive index, the birefringence arises. For the Pockels effect, which is a 

linear electro-optical effect often observed in crystalline materials, the difference in induced 

birefringence is linearly proportional to the electric field. While for the Kerr effect, which is a 

squared electro-optical effect, often observed in liquid materials, the difference in induced 

birefringence is proportional to the square of the electric field. The difference of induced 
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birefringence can also arise due to a distribution of internal mechanical stress to solid 

dielectrics, the two effects are linearly connected and there is also a photoelastic effect [100].  

A detailed analysis of the Kerr effect is given in [114-115]. While, as regards the possible 

applications, taking as a reference the most recent paper [116], the Kerr effect is used to evaluate 

the accumulation of the space charge in the oil for power transformers. In order to give an idea 

of the complexity of the measuring system, in Figure 1.16 the test set-up used in the same article 

is reported. The circular container, containing the electrodes and the oil to be tested, it is hit by 

a laser beam, the latter passes through it and comes out of a reflective surface and back again. 

The electric field is evaluated by the phase shift between the components of the laser beam. 

Any difference between the values of the electric field are justified by the presence of space 

charge accumulated, estimated through the Poisson equation.  

 
Figure 1.16. Measurement setup in liquid dielectric using the Kerr effect. 

 

With regard to the Pockels effect, there are several articles describing the principle and the 

different applications, such as [117-119], while a description of the electric field sensors 

exploiting this effect is reported in [120-121]. The Pockels effect is most commonly used to 

measure the surface charges, therefore it has found a good application for the characterization 

of dielectrics used in spacecraft [117-118]. In [117], there is a 2D measuring system of the 

birefringence caused by the accumulation of charges in the crystal Pockels. The measurement 

sensitivity was improved by introducing the square pulsed optical phase modulation technique 
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and an amplifier block to process the image recorded by a video camera. With this system it 

was possible to measure the phase delay to trace back the amount of the charged particles. 

 

 

1.5. Discussion 
 

The phenomenon of space charge accumulation, well studied in the past years, was strongly 

considered in the past decade thanks to the increased use of direct current due primarily to 

transport of electricity both over long distances and in the use of power electronics. The 

methods of measurement of space charge born several years ago, have been developed further 

in recent years. Thanks to the technological progress developed within the measurement 

equipment, new scopes, new types of laser, new converters, new pulse generators, new 

materials, have been employed to adapt the methods already used, to the new requirements, 

with a meaningful improvement spatial resolution. 

In conclusion, it is now possible to perform measurements on both liquid and solid dielectric. 

For solid dielectrics the charge distribution is evaluated in one dimension with all the methods 

belonging to the acoustic and thermal groups, in two dimensions with the PEA and TPM 

methods, and in three dimensions, as well as with the latter two methods, even with the LIPP 

and FLIMM methods. For measurements on flat specimens by using the PEA method, the two 

variants of the PWP (PIPWP and LIPP), the TSM, the TPM and LIMM. While, for 

measurements on cables the most commonly used methods are PEA and TSM. As for the liquid 

dielectrics, the oils of transformers were the most investigated in recent years, the measurement 

of the space charge on them was carried out by optical methods utilizing the Kerr effect. 

In Table 1.1 are summarized the thicknesses range of the samples analyzed and the best value 

of spatial resolution found in literature for each space charge measurement configuration 

discussed in this chapter, in particular  for the methods belonging to the acoustic and thermal 

groups.  
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Group Method Configurations 
Thickness 

(µm) 
Resolution 

(µm) 
Comments 

Thermal 

TSM 

For Flat specimen 10 – 20000 ~ 0.1 – 150 
Measurements performed on very thin insulating require a 
faster heating. The resolution can reach the order of nm 

using a femtosecond pulse 

Cables < 20000 1 – 10 
The resolution is of the order of microns and depends on 

the homogeneity of the material 

ATWM 50 – 3000 1 – 10 
The best resolution is obtained in the vicinity of the 

electrode thermally excited 

TPM 

For Flat specimen 25 – 200 2.5 
The resolution improves by taking the data from both sides 

of the sample 

Three-
Dimensional 

17 < 0.5 
The resolution value in the table refers to the thickness 

direction. The resolution in the lateral direction is equal to 
38 µm for a specimen  width of a few millimeters 

 
LIMM 

For Flat specimen ~ 100 1 – 2 
These resolution values they have in the vicinity of the 
irradiated surface. Using a very tight laser pulse, the 

resolution can be up to about 100 nm 

FLIMM < 200 ~ 1 
This is the resolution value along the thickness direction 

and depends on the magnitude of the laser beam. The 
resolution in the lateral direction is a few micrometers 

Acoustic 

PEA 

For Flat specimen 25 - 27000 1.6 
This is the better value of resolution reached, obtained by 
the smaller thickness, using a pulse voltage of 100 V and 

width 0.6 ns 

Three-
Dimensional 

250 - 750 16 
The resolution value in the table refers to the vertical 

direction. In the lateral direction is 100 µm  

Two-
Dimensional 

100 - 300 15 
Value of resolution in the vertical direction obtained for 

thicknesses from 100 µm. In the lateral direction that is 1.5 
mm and depends on the distance between the sensors 

Open Upper 
Electrode 

189 - 500 1 – 10  
The resolution is a few micrometers. The system is used to 
measure surface charges and internal charge, even during 

irradiation 

Portable PEA 500 10 
The performance of this method are very similar to those of 

the classic PEA  

 
PWP 

For cables 
3500 - 
20000 

100 - 1000 
Although the resolution is of the order of millimeters, it is 

fine because the thickness of the insulation tested are 
significant 

Piezo – PWP 50 - 1000 5 
The resolution value obtained for the smaller thickness in 
the application of dielectrics irradiated. In other cases the 

resolution is equal to 2 - 5 % 

Table 1.1.  Overview of the resolution and specimens thickness used in the different measuring techniques. 
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Chapter 2 
The Pulsed Electro Acoustic (PEA) method 

 
The working principle of PEA method has been already described in the previous chapter. Here, 

instead, its theoretical aspects and the related equations are discussed in detail.  

In the first sections, the equations concerning the generation and induction of surface charges 

at the electrodes of the PEA cell, due to the applied high voltage stress and to the pulse voltage 

but also to the accumulated space charges, are reported and described. Besides this, the 

equations related to the generation, transmission and reflection of acoustic waves within the 

PEA cell, due to the charges vibration, are also analyzed.  

Then, considering that the most relevant PEA cell components in which acoustic waves 

reflections can occur are the absorber and the ground electrode, the expressions useful to 

properly sized these two component are obtained.    

In the second part of this chapter, the equation of PEA cell output signal is reported, as well as 

the effect of transducer thickness and pulse source on its magnitude and resolution values.  

Finally, a detailed description of deconvolution technique and calibration process is given.   

 

 

2.1 Generated and induced surface charges 
 

By taking into account the working principle and the block diagram of the PEA cell previously 

described in Section 1.2.1, when the voltage DC stress ��@ is applied, in the first time intervals 

an amount of surface charge B�@ begins to accumulate in correspondence of the sample 

interfaces. It depends on the applied electric field "�@ and on the dielectric constant ε :   

 

 B�@ = �"�@ (2.1) 

                                                             

where: 

- � = ����  (in which �� is the dielectric permittivity of the free space and �� is the relative 

permittivity of the dielectric material); 

- "�@ = ��@ �⁄  (where d is the thickness of the sample). 

The accumulated surface charges in both sample interfaces are opposite in sign and equal in 

magnitude:  

 
 B�@M = �"�@ (2.2) 
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 B�@N = − �"�@ (2.3) 

 

The superscript “+” and “–” are referred to the surface charge accumulated in the vicinity of 

the High Voltage (HV) electrode (which is a positive electrode) and in proximity of the ground 

electrode (which is a negative electrode), respectively.      

When the pulse generator A�	
� is applied (which is used to vibrate the charges) a further 

quantity of surface charge, named B�OP8Q, is induced in correspondence of the positive (equation 

2.4) and negative (equation 1.5) electrode: 

 

 B�OP8QM = �2 A�	
� (2.4) 

                                                                   

 B�OP8QN = − �2 A�	
� (2.5) 

 

When a certain quantity of space charge �	�� is accumulated in the bulk of the sample, the 

amount of surface charge BR, induced by it, results equal in sign and opposite in magnitude. 

The latter parameter depends on the distance between the space charge position �R and the 

electrode (see Figure 2.1), as shown in equations (2.6) and (2.7):  

 

 BRM = − � �R�  �	�����
�  (2.6) 

 

 BRM = − � � − �R�  �	�����
�  (2.7) 

  

where d is the thickness of the sample. 

The total surface charge BM and BN, accumulated in correspondence of the HV-

electrode/sample and sample/ground-electrode interfaces, respectively, are given by the 

following equations (2.8) and (2.9): 

 

 BM = B�@M + B�OP8QM + BRM = �"�@ + �2 A�	
� − � �R�  �	�����

�
 

 

(2.8) 
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 BN = B�@N + B�OP8QN + BRN = −�"�@ − �2 A�	
� + � � − �R�  �	�����

�
 

 

(2.9) 

 

Considering that the magnitude of A�	
� is much smaller compared to "�@, the second term of 

equations (2.8) and (2.9) can be neglected [51].   

A schematic representation of the accumulated surface charges described in the equations 

above, without considering B�OP8Q, is shown in Figure 2.1. 

 

 
Figure 2.1. Accumulated surface charges due to the constant electric field Edc and space charge ρ(x). 

 

 

2.2 Electrostatic forces 
 

As previously explained, in PEA measurements the accumulated charges are subjected to the 

applied electric field "�@	�� and to the pulse electric field A�	
�. Therefore, the total electric 

field "	�, 
� that acts on the charges is equal to the sum of both terms: 

 

 "	�, 
� = "�@	�� + A�	
� (2.10) 

 

According to Coulomb law, S = T " (where q is the charge and F the force), the electrostatic 

forces generate by the electric field "�@	�� are: 

 

 .UVWM 	�� = 12 BM"�@	�� = 12 �"�@%	�� (2.11) 
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 .UVWN 	�� = 12 BN"�@	�� = 12 �"�@%	�� (2.12) 

 

 ∆.UVWR 	�� = �	��∆�"�@	�� (2.13) 

  

where .M	�� and .N	�� are the forces acting on the surface charge BM and BN, respectively. 

While, ∆.R	�� is the force acting on a thin space charge layer ∆x placed in the generic position 

x. 

Likewise, the forces generated by the pulse electric field A�	
� are: 

 

 .QXM	
� = BMA�	
� + 12 �A�%	
� = �BM + 12 �A�	
�� A�	
� (2.14) 

 

            .QXN	
� = BNA�	
� − 12 �A�%	
� = �BN − 12 �A�	
�� A�	
� (2.15) 

  

 ∆.QXR 	�, 
� = �	��∆�A�	
� (2.16) 

 

Because the working operation of the PEA method is based on the propagation of pressure 

waves generated from charges vibration, the electrostatic forces .	�� due to Laplacian electric 

field "�@	�� (which represents a constant pressure) can be neglected. Therefore, only equations 

(2.14-2.16) are taken into account in the following, since only them are responsible of charges 

vibration [51]. 

 
 

2.3 Generation and propagation of acoustic waves 
 

The charges vibration, due to the forces .QX	
�, generates acoustic waves which propagate 

within the PEA cell. When the acoustic waves travel in different components (made of different 

materials) of the PEA cell, are partially transmitted and partially reflected. These phenomena 

are described by the generation YZ, transmission Y[ and reflection Y\ coefficients, calculated 

as: 

 

 Y)N]Z = 5]5) + 5] (2.17) 
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 Y)N][ = 25]5) + 5] (2.18) 

 

 Y)N]\ = 5] −  5)5) + 5]  (2.19) 

 

where Z is the acoustic impedance of the material, calculated as product of mass density and 

acoustic velocity of the medium. The subscript i indicates the material from which the wave is 

generated or come from, while the subscript j indicates the material from which the wave is 

traveling.   

The propagation time C�, useful for an acoustic wave to travel from one point to another point 

of a component x with thickness ��, material i and speed of sound ?), is calculated by the 

following equation: 

 

 C� = ��?)  (2.20) 

 

In the configuration of Figure 2.2, consisting in a sample of dielectric material “A” placed 

between the HV and ground electrodes (both made of aluminum, AL), the generation and 

transmission coefficients are reported and described (reflection phenomenon are not considered 

here, it will be discussed later).  

 

 
Figure 2.2. Generation and propagation of acoustic pressure waves. 

 

In the following, a description of the generation and transmission coefficients illustrated in 

Figure 2.3 is given, while the pressure wave <M	
�, <N	
� and <R	
� are explained later. 
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When the acoustic wave is generated by the positive surface charge accumulated in the HV-

electrode/sample interface, the generation coefficient Ŷ 4N^Z  is calculated as equation (2.21). 

The generated acoustic wave travels through the dielectric material and reaches the 

sample/ground-electrode interface. In this point the fraction of the acoustic wave that will be 

transmitted towards the ground electrode depends on the transmission coefficient Ŷ N^4[ , 

calculated as equation (2.22). Before that the acoustic wave reaches the piezoelectric sensor 

(made of PDVF), it must pass through the ground-electrode/sensor interface. The transmission 

coefficient of this last interface, Ŷ 4N_`ab[ , is given by equation (2.23).  

 

 Ŷ 4N^Z = 5^5^4 + 5^ (2.21) 

 

 Ŷ N^4[ = 25^45^ + 5^4 (2.22) 

 

 Ŷ 4N_`ab[ = 25_`ab5^4 + 5_`ab (2.23) 

                                                            

Concerning the acoustic wave generated by negative surface charge accumulated in the 

sample/ground-electrode interface, the generation coefficient Ŷ N^4Z  is given by equation (2.24). 

While the transmission coefficient of the ground-electrode/sensor interface, Ŷ 4N_`ab[
, is the 

same of equation (2.23). 

 

 Ŷ N^4Z = 5^45^ + 5^4 (2.24) 

 

As regard the generation coefficient of acoustic wave generated by the space charge 

accumulated in the bulk of the sample, equation (2.17) can be used. For a homogeneous material 

“A” the generation coefficient Ŷ N^Z  is equal to: 

 

 Ŷ N^Z = 5^5^ + 5^ = 0.5 (2.25) 

 

The value 0.5 means that in a homogeneous material, the 50% of generated acoustic wave at 

one point propagates in one direction, and the other 50% in the opposite direction. Also in this 
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case, the transmission coefficients at the sample/ground-electrode and ground-electrode/sensor 

interfaces are the same of equation (2.22) and (2.23), respectively.  

The transit time of an acoustic wave that travels through a material is calculated by using 

equation (2.20). In case of Figure 2.2, Cef is the transit time referred to the sample of material 

“A”, while CZ\ is the transit time referred to the ground electrode: 

 

 Cef =  �ef?^  (2.26) 

 

 CZ\ =  �Z\?^4  (2.27) 

 

where �ef and �Z\ are the thickness of the sample and ground electrode, while ?^ and ?^4 are 

the speed of sound in the middle “A” and aluminum, respectively.  

Therefore, in the situation of Figure 2.3, the generated acoustic waves (or pressure waves) <	
� 

propagating in the piezoelectric direction are calculated as follows: 

 

- acoustic wave originating from the positive surface charge BM 

 

 <M	
� = Ŷ 4N^Z  Ŷ N^4[  Ŷ 4N_`ab[  .QXM	
� (2.28) 

 

- acoustic wave originating from the negative surface charge BN 

 

 <N	
� = Ŷ N^4Z  Ŷ 4N_`ab[ .QXN	
� (2.29) 

 

- acoustic wave originating from the space charge �	�� 

 

 g<R	�, 
� = Ŷ N^Z  Ŷ N^4[  Ŷ 4N_`ab[ ∆.QXR 	�, 
� (2.30) 

 

By taking into account the transit time Cef  and CZ\ (equation (2.26) and (2.27)) in the 

expressions of the generated forces (2.14 -2.16), equations (2.28-2.30) can be rewritten as: 

 

 <M	
� = Ŷ 4N^Z  Ŷ N^4[  Ŷ 4N_`ab[ hBM + i% �A�	
 − τkl − τmn�o A�	
 − τkl − τmn�               (2.31) 
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 <N	
� = Ŷ N^4Z  Ŷ 4N_`ab[ hBN − i% �A�	
 − τmn�o A�	
 − τmn�                           (2.32) 

 

 g<R	�, 
� = Ŷ N^Z  Ŷ N^4[  Ŷ 4N_`ab[ �	��∆�A�	
 − pqrNstuv − τmn�                            (2.33) 

 

Equation (2.33) is referred at a thin space charge layer ∆x placed in a generic position �R of the 

sample, which is distant �ef − �R from the HV electrode (see Figure 2.1 in which � = �ef). 

While, the acoustic pressure wave generated by all of the space charge (	C� is shown in equation 

(2.34). In which the term �ef − �R of equation (2.33) has been replaced by ?^C. Where ?^ is 

constant and τ is the transit time of an acoustic wave which propagates from a generic position. 

 

 <R	
� = 0.5 Ŷ N^4[  Ŷ 4N_`ab[ ?^ � (	C�A�	
 − C −w

�
τmn�dτ (2.34) 

 

Where the value 0.5 comes from equation (2.25).  

The total acoustic wave <wyw	
� that reaches the piezoelectric sensor is the sum of <M	
�, <N	
� 

and <R	
�, as reported in the following equation [51]. 

 

<wyw	
� = <M	
� + <N	
� + <R	
� = 

 

 

Ŷ 4N^Z  Ŷ N^4[  Ŷ 4N_`ab[ hBM + i% �A�	
 − τkl − τmn�o A�	
 − τkl − τmn� +  

 

 

 + Ŷ N^4Z  Ŷ 4N_`ab[ hBN − i% �A�	
 − τmn�o A�	
 − τmn� +  

+ 0.5 Ŷ N^4[  Ŷ 4N_`ab[ ?^ � (	C�A�	
 − C −w

�
τmn�dτ 

 

 

(2.35) 

 

2.4 Reflections of acoustic waves 
 

The effect of wave reflections in PEA measurements could cause incorrect interpretation of the 

output signal. As previously reported in equation (2.19), the reflection coefficient Y)N]\  of an 

acoustic wave that travels through an interface i-j , depends on the acoustic impedances 5) and 
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5]. If 5) = 5] , the acoustic wave that travels from material i to material j is not affected by 

reflections. In this case, considering a sample without accumulated space charge, the output 

charge profile is constituted of only two peaks due to the positive and negative surface charges. 

Whereas, if 5) ≠ 5], the coefficient Y)N]\  is different from zero and thus reflections occur. In 

this case, the output signal of the PEA cell is characterized by others peaks due to reflections, 

apart from the original signal. Therefore, the correct evaluation of the charge profile becomes 

complicated. 

In the following, a theoretical analysis of the reflections wave phenomenon is given, while in 

the next chapter the effect of reflections in PEA cell output signal are evaluated by simulations.    

In order to avoid acoustic wave reflections in the output original signal, the ground electrode 

and the absorber of the PEA cell should be correctly sizing, as explained below.  

 

 

2.4.1 Acoustic wave reflections within the  ground electrode 
 

The ground electrode acts as a delay line for the acoustic wave, with the aim to avoid that 

reflections anticipate the main signal. In the event that the thickness of the ground electrode is 

not properly sized, wave reflections occur and false signals are present in the output charge 

profile.  

In the configuration depicted in Figure 2.3, wave reflections are analyzed in a free space charge 

single layer specimen, and hereinafter a description is given. 

  

 
Figure 2.3. Reflection of acoustic waves in a free space charge single layer specimen. The effect of ground 

electrode thickness. 
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The generated acoustic wave in the HV-electrode/sample interface, <M	
�, needs a time τkl +
τmn to reach the piezoelectric sensor. When <M	
� passes through the sample/ground-electrode 

interface, is partially transmitted and partially reflected. This latter portion, named <M\N^	
�, 

according to the reflection coefficient Ŷ N^4\ , is reflected and go back to the HV-electrode 

direction. Further reflections of <M\N^	
� are negligible because the time taken to reach the 

transducer will be greater compared to that taken by the original signal <M	
�. The transmitted 

portion of <M	
� reaches the transducer after a time equal to τkl + τmn (as previously described 

in equation 2.31). At the same time a portion of <M	
�, named <M\{	
�, is twice reflected within 

the ground electrode in accordance to the reflection coefficients Ŷ 4N_`ab\  and Ŷ 4N^\ . Finally, 

the reflected wave <M\{	
�, described by equation (2.36), reaches the transducer after a time 

equal to τkl + 3τmn. 

 

 <M\{	
� = Y[}[ �BM + 12 �A�	
 − τkl − 3τmn�� A�	
 − τkl − 3τmn� (2.36) 

 

Where Y[}[ =  Ŷ 4N^Z  Ŷ N^4[  Ŷ 4N_`ab\ Ŷ 4N^\ Ŷ 4N_`ab[ . 

As regard the generated acoustic wave in the sample/ground-electrode interface, <N	
�, it needs 

only the time τmn to reach for the first time the transducer. After that, a fraction of <N	
�, named 

<N\{	
�, is reflected within the ground electrode in the same manner of <M\{	
�. Finally, <N\{	
�, 

described by equation (2.37), reaches the transducer for the second time after 3τmn.  While, the 

transmitted fraction in the HV-electrode direction, <N\N^	
�, is negligible as in the case of 

<M\N^	
� [122].   

 

 <N\{	
� = Ŷ N^4Z  Ŷ 4N_`ab\  Ŷ 4N^\ hBN − i% �A�	
 − 3τmn�o A�	
 − 3τmn�                  (2.37) 

 

Considering that <N\{	
� reaches the transducer before than <M\{	
�, more attention should be 

paid to  <N\{	
� because it may give rise to false signals in the original charge profile. In order 

to avoid that the reflection <N\{	
� reaches the transducer before the original signal <M	
�, the 

ground electrode should be sizing in accordance to the following relationship:  

 

 �Z\ >  12 �ef ?^4?^  (2.38) 

 

As can be noted, reflections in the original signals depend on the sample thickness and on the 
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sound velocity of the two media, such as aluminum and dielectric material “A”.  

 

     

2.4.2 Acoustic wave reflections within the absorber 
 

The absorber, placed in contact to the transducer, is useful to avoid wave reflections in the 

original signal, as in the case of the ground electrode previously analyzed. In the other side of 

the absorber is placed the bottom electrode (not inserted in Figure 1.8) useful to protect the 

transducer and the absorber which would otherwise be in contact with the work bench.  

Considering that the absorber and the transducer are made by the same material (PVDF), the 

transmission and the reflection coefficients, Y_`abN_a`b[  and Y_`abN_`ab\ , are equal to 1 and 0 

respectively. This means that the acoustic wave reaching the transducer/absorber interface is 

totally transmitted. While, in correspondence of the absorber/bottom-electrode interface, 

Y_`abN^4\  is different from zero, and therefore the acoustic wave is partially transmitted and 

partially reflected. The reflected waves in the latter interface, travelling in the transducer 

direction, may affect the original signal.  

In the following, only the wave reflections within the absorber are taken into account, as 

reported in Figure 2.4. To reach the piezoelectric sensor, the generated acoustic wave <M	
� 

needs a time equal to τkl + τmn (as in the Figure 2.3). While the reflected wave <M\���	
�  needs 

a time CM\��� = τkl + τmn + τk� + 2τ��k (τk� and τ��k are the transit time of the sensor and 

absorber, respectively). For the same aim, <N	
� and its reflection <N\���	
� need a time 

intervals equal to τmn and  <N\��� = τmn + τk� + 2τ��k, respectively. 

The reflected waves <M\���	
�  and <N\���	
� are given by: 

 

 <M\���	
� = Ŷ 4N^Z  Ŷ N^4[  Ŷ 4N_`ab[  Y_`abN^4\ hBM + i% �A��
 − τMnv�q�o· 
·  A��
 − τMnv�q� 

(2.39) 

 

 <N\���	
� = Ŷ N^4Z  Ŷ 4N_`ab[  Y_`abN^4\ �BM + 12 �A�	
 − τNnv�q��  A�	
 − τNnv�q� (2.40) 

 

Considering that both <M	
� and <N	
�, described by equation (2.31) and (2.32), reach the 

transducer always before <M\���	
�, the latter wave does not influence the original output signal. 

While, the reflected wave <N\���	
� could anticipate <M	
� if the absorber is not properly sized.  

In this case the thickness of the absorber �^�e should be chosen according to the following 
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relationship (2.41). In which the transit time within the sensor has been neglected.    

 

 �^�e > 12 �ef ?_`ab?^  (2.41) 

 

Where ?_`ab is the sound velocity of the absorber material. 

 

 
Figure 2.4. Reflection of acoustic waves in a free space charge single layer specimen. The effect of the absorber 

thickness. 
 

If both relationship (2.38) and (2.41) are fulfilled, the original signal is not affected by 

reflections also in case in which space charge is presents in the insulation bulk. However, more 

attention should be paid in the case of multi-layer specimen. This aspect will be discuss later. 

The theoretical treatment described above is confirmed by simulation results reported in the 

next Chapter 3.   

 

 

2.5 Output signal of the piezoelectric sensor 
 

When the acoustic pressure wave <wyw	
�, described in equation (2.35), propagates through the 

piezoelectric sensor, an amount of charge T	
� is induced on its surface due to the piezoelectric 

effect. The amount of this charge depends on the pressure wave <wyw	
�, but also on the 

piezoelectric constant �@ and area S of the transducer, as shown in equation (2.42). 

 

 T	
� = �@,<wyw	
� (2.42) 
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The electrical potential between the transducer surfaces, which represents its output signal 

�_`ab	
� is calculated as follows: 

 �_`ab	
� = T	
�!�  
(2.43) 

 

 

where !� is the static capacitance of the transducer equal to �,/�eU (with � = ���_`ab and �eU 

is the piezoelectric thickness). Therefore, equation (2.43) can be rewritten as: 

 

 �_`ab	
� = T	
�!� =  �@  , <wyw
Ԑ ,�eU

=  �@�eUԐ <wyw	
� (2.44) 

 

As can be seen in equation (2.44), the electrical output signal is proportional to the incident 

pressure wave and to the transducer thickness. While the area of the transducer is irrelevant. 

 

 

2.6 Effect of transducer thickness and pulse source in the magnitude and 
resolution of the PEA output signal 
 

The thickness of the piezoelectric sensor plays an important role even in the system 

measurement resolution. Indeed, for a smaller value of �eU, the spatial resolution will be better. 

And vice versa, for larger values of �eU, it results poorer. Therefore the choice of the transducer 

thickness needs attention since it is essential to have both a better resolution value and a high 

magnitude of the output signal.  However these last two parameters depend also on the 

pulsewidth of the applied pulse voltage. A mathematical expression that proves the dependence 

of the output signal magnitude on the pulsewidth does not exist. As well as an equation in which 

it is shown the correlation between the spatial resolution and the transducer thickness. 

Nevertheless several works are present in literature in which these aspects are evaluated through 

simulations. It was found that the output signal magnitude is proportional to the pulsewidth (if 

the pulsewidth increases, the signal magnitude increase as well). Furthermore, as previously 

explained, simulation results show that the spatial resolution results poorer for thicker 

transducer. 

By using the simulation model developed in this thesis, which will be widely described in the 

next chapters, two different pulse generators (with different pulsewidth) have been applied in a 

specimen containing only surface charges in correspondence of the electrode/sample interfaces, 

as shown in Figure 2.5. While, the effect of transducer thickness is evaluated in the next chapter.  
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Figure 2.5. Specimen containing surface charges, used to analyze the effect of pulsewidth on the output signal. 

 

As for example, two Gaussian pulses (which represent the ideal pulse voltage) with width ∆T 

equal to 0.7 ns and 10 ns have been chosen as pulse generator. The magnitude of both pulse 

sources has been selected 100 V, while ∆T is calculated in correspondence of 50% of the pulse 

magnitude, as shown in Figure 2.6.  

 

 
Figure 2.6. Two pulse generators with different pulsewidth. 

 

The effect of the pulsewidth on the PEA output signal is shown in Figure 2.7, where the negative 

and positive peaks are due to the negative and positive surface charges, respectively. The red 

profile is obtained by using ∆T = 0.7 ns, while for ∆T = 10 ns the charge distribution is depicted 

by the blue line. In the first case, the negative peak magnitude is around 0.9 mV and the positive 

one is almost 0.3 mV. In the second case, in which the wider pulse is applied, the magnitude of 

both peaks increase significantly.  
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As regard the resolution, considering that the interfacial charge occupy infinitesimal space, it 

is possible to notice that the better profile is obtained by the narrow pulse.  

 

 
Figure 2.7. Simulation results. The blue profile is referred to the PEA output signal obtained by applying the 

wider pulse. While the red profile is obtained by the narrow pulse. 
 

The expression explaining the correlation between the output signal magnitude and �eU has 

been already reported in equation (2.44). While the spatial resolution ∆s depending on the pulse 

width ∆t is given as:  

  

 g� =  ?fg
 (2.45) 

 

where ?f is the sound velocity of the dielectric material under test.  

Considering the same values of ?f  and pulse voltage magnitude (because this parameter affects 

the output signal magnitude), based on the above described, the following summary table can 

be obtained: 

 

Table 2.1. Dependence of spatial resolution and output signal magnitude on the transducer 
thickness and pulse voltage width. 

Parameters 
Transducer thickness ��� Pulse voltage width ∆t 

Thinner Thicker Narrower Wider 
Spatial resolution Improve Worsen Improve Worsen 

Output signal magnitude Lower Higher Lower Higher 
 

Because it is possible to increase the transducer output signal by amplifiers, the parameters �eU 

and ∆t are selected with the purpose to obtain the best spatial resolution values. Therefore �eU 

and ∆t should be selected thin and narrow, respectively. An equation useful for the choice of 

the transducer thickness by taking into account also ∆t is given as:   
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 �eU ≤  g
 · ?_`ab (2.46) 

 

If equation (2.46) is satisfied the best spatial resolution of the PEA system is obtained.  

In the commercial PEA cell, typical values of ∆t are in the range 547 ns. This means that for a 

transducer made of PVDF material, with speed of sound ?_`ab = 2260 m/s, its thickness should 

be chosen less than 15 µm. However the most common commercial available PVDF sensor 

thicknesses in the market are 9 μm, 28 μm, 52 μm and 110 μm. Therefore the first one is that 

meets equation (2.46).   

Another important aspect that should be considered in the transducer thickness choice is that 

the  wave propagation time (CeU) from one side to the other side of its is about the same with 

the pulsewidth ∆t. For a 9 μm thick transducer the CeU  ~ 4 ns, which is close to ∆t = 5 ns. 

Therefore the typical thickness adopted, in the PEA cell for flat specimen, is 9 μm.  

 

 

2.7 Output signal of the amplifier 
 

Considering that the magnitude of the piezoelectric sensor output signal is very small, an 

amplifier is used in order to increase the voltage level.   

The linked between piezoelectric transducer and amplifier can be represented as an RC high-

pass filter. Where C is the capacitance of the transducer and R the input resistance of the 

amplifier, as shown in Figure 2.8. The transfer function W of this system is reported in equation 

(2.47).  

 

 �	.� = 021.!E1 + 021.!E (2.47) 

 

Where . is the frequency.  
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Figure 2.8. Equivalent circuit of the PEA detection system. 

 

By taking into account the typical values of R and C, the cutoff frequency of this filter, which 

is calculated as 1 21E!⁄ , results under 100 Hz. Furthermore, considering the thicknesses and 

the sound velocity of the typical dielectric materials tested with the PEA cell, the lowest 

frequency component of the acoustic wave is in the order of MHz. However, this latter value is 

greater than the cutoff frequency and hence the system composed by transducer and amplifier 

is able to transmit the acoustic waves. 

The output signal of the amplifier, �yOw	
�, is given by: 

 

 �yOw	
� = �-�_`ab	
� = �- �@�eU�  <wyw	
� (2.48) 

 

where G is the gain of the amplifier [51]. 

It is to be noted that, the voltage signal calculated in equation (2.48), which represents the output 

signal of the PEA cell, is proportional to the pressure wave <wyw	
�. The latter contains 

information on the accumulated charge and therefore �yOw	
� results proportional to the surface 

and space charges present in the interfaces and bulk of the specimen under test. 

Finally, the signal �yOw	
� is visualized in the oscilloscope and sent to the computer to be 

processed. 

 

 

2.8 Deconvolution process 
 

As explained in the previous paragraph, the linked between transducer and amplifier leads the 

charge output signal to pass through a high-pass filter. This involves signal distortion that can 

be corrected by deconvolution technique.  

Considering the same specimen of Figure 2.5, the ideal output charge profile should be like that 

of Figure 2.8. Instead, due to the presence of the amplifier after the transducer, and thus the 
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presence of an RC filter, the real  output signal results distorted, as shown in Figure 2.9. As can 

be seen in this last figure, the distortion cause a signal which seems an accumulation of charge 

with opposite polarity compared to that accumulated in the negative electrode/sample interface 

(red circle on the left side of Figure 2.9). Also in the space comprised between the two main 

peaks the signal is different from zero, as in the case of space charge accumulation in the bulk 

of the sample. While, the red circle on the right of the same figure highlights the signal distortion 

after the main signal, therefore its correction can be avoided. In reality, after signal processing 

by means of deconvolution technique, the final space charge profile becomes very similar to 

that of Figure 2.8, in which between the main peaks, but also on the right of the positive one, 

the signal is equal to zero. 

 

 
Figure 2.8. Ideal charge profile detected by the piezoelectric transducer. 

 

 
Figure 2.9. Real output signal after amplification. 

 
The deconvolution technique proposed by Jeroense [123], which is the most used in PEA 

systems, allows to obtain the original signal ��Q@y�)�	
� starting from the distorted signal detected 

at the oscilloscope ��Qw	
�, by means of the following equations:  

 

 

 

��Qw	
� =  SNi��y�)�	.� ∗ �	.�� (2.49) 
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��Q@y�)�	
� =  SNi ���Qw	.��	.� � (2.50) 

 

 

where SNi is the inverse Fourier transformation. While �	.� is the system response, such as 

the relation between the input and output of the PEA system, which means the relation between 

the real distribution of space charge �	
� in the sample and the detected signal at the 

oscilloscope ��Qw	
�. If � is known, it is possible to compute the original signal by using the 

inverse system response �Ni.  

In details, the system response � is calculated as explained below. 

The signals ��Qw	
�, �	
�, the pressure signal <	
�, the pulse voltage A�	
� and the detection 

system response in time domain ℎ	
� are linked as: 

 

 ��Qw	
� = Y ℎ	
� ⊗ A�	
� ⊗ �	
� (2.51) 

 

where Y is a calibration factor. While the symbol ⊗ represents the convolution operation. The 

convolution between ℎ	
� and A�	
� is equal to the total system response �	
�. Therefore, in 

frequency domain, equation (2.51) can be rewritten as: 

 

 ��Qw	.� = Y ℎ	.�A�	.��	.� = 3�	.��	.� (2.52) 

 

As regard the original space charge distribution �	
�, it may be evaluated in frequency domain 

as well as in time domain by simple algebraic calculations, as shown below: 

 

 �	.� = 1Y ��Qw	.��	.�  (2.53) 

 

 �	
� = 1Y SNi ���Qw	.��	.� � (2.54) 

 

Once an electric signal ��Qw as a result of a known space charge distribution � is measured, the 

response function � can be calculate. The only space charge distributions that can be predicted 

exactly are the interfacial charges BMand BN according to equations (2.2) and (2.3). The surface 

charge BN  is taken instead of BM because the acoustic signal of this charge has not experienced 

any attenuation and dispersion by the sample material.  
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For these reasons only the detected signal ���	
�, due to the accumulated charge in 

correspondence of the ground electrode interface and in a bulk material part ���	
�, will be 

taken into account.  

Based on the above, from equation (2.52) the system response is given as:  

 

 

 
�	.� = ��Qw	.�Y �	.� =  ���	.�Y ���	.� (2.55) 

 

The surface charge is generally believed to be very thin, therefore ���	.� = S�BN�	
�� = BN 

with �	
� the impulse function. Assuming YBN = Yi, equation (2.55) becomes: 

   

 �	.� =  ���	.�Y BN = 1Yi  ���	.� (2.56) 

 

Yi represents the ideal signal from the surface charge BN, which means without distortion due 

to RC filter. In this case the ideal signal is represented by a pulse which has approximately the 

same width as the earth electrode in ��Qw	
� and has a height of one (which is usually much 

larger than the height of the electrode signal in ��Qw	
�).  

In this way � has been obtained. 

Considering that equation (2.50) needs �Ni	.� instead of �	.�, the ideal signal is divided by 

the output signal ���, as follow: 

 

 �Ni	.� =  Yi���	.�   (2.57) 

 

Because the signal �Ni	.� contains high frequency components, which cause distortion in the 

final deconvoluted signal ��Q@	
�, a low pass Gaussian filter -	.� is inserted with the aim to 

remove or attenuate these components.  

Finally, according to equation (2.50), the signal �Ni	.� is multiplied by the detected signal 

��Qw	.�, and then SNi is made in order to obtain the original charge profile �y�)�	
�. Actually, 

the original signal is still not obtained because after SNi of ���Qw	.� �Ni	.�⁄ � the deconvoluted 

signal ��Q@	
� is an approximation of the real charge profile. This is due to the fact that the ideal 

signal Yi was chosen with magnitude equal to one instead of the actual voltage. Therefore, to 
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obtain the correct final value a correction factor Y@y��, calculated as shown in equation (2.58) 

is needed.  

 

 Y@y�� = max	|��Q@	
�|����	|��Qw	
�|� 
 

(2.58) 

 

To acquire the correct original signal ��Q@y�)�	
�, ��Q@	
� is then divided by Y@y��: 

 

 ��Q@y�)�	
� = ��Q@	
�Y@y��  

 

(2.59) 

The schematic representation of the above described deconvolution technique is reported in 

Figure 2.10.  

 

 
Figure 2.10. Block diagram of deconvolution technique. 

 

 

2.9 Calibration process 
 

The voltage signal after deconvolution process is still not a charge signal. This because ��Q@y�)�	
� 
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is in [mV], while the charge density �	�� should be measured in [C/m3]. Therefore a double 

calibration is needed, one to convert the magnitude [mV] into [C/m3] (y-axis calibration), and  

other one to convert the time t into the position x of the corresponding positive and negative 

peaks (x-axis calibration), as shown in Figure 2.11. 

  

 

Figure 1.11. Output PEA signal, before (on the left) and after (on the right) calibration procedure. 

 
In order to make x-axis calibration, the speed of sound of the sample material ?) must be known. 

Because it is also known the time axis of the deconvoluted signal (or original signal), the 

position of the two peaks can be found as:   

 

 < �J
J ¡ = ?) · 
J�A (2.60) 

 

If the calibration procedure is correct, the distance between the two peaks should be equal to 

the sample thickness �ef. 

Because the corresponding time of the negative peak depends on the ground electrode thickness 

�Z\ and its speed of sound ?^4, it is always different from zero. Therefore the abscissa value 


 = 0 should be imposed in correspondence of the negative peak maximum value, in order to 

visualize the distribution of charges between � = 0 and � = �ef.  

For example, if the ground electrode is made of aluminum with ?^4  = 6420 m/s  and �Z\  = 10 

mm, while the sample is made of XLPE with ?¢4_U  = 2200 m/s  and �ef  =  0.3 mm, the 

calculated x-axis is that of Figure 2.12a. As can be seen the position of the charges is not easy 

to understand. While, as shown in Figure 2.12b, in which the time is shifted, the x-axis gives 

directly the correct position of the charges located within the sample.  
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Figure 2.12. Calibrated  PEA output signal. a) x-axis not shifted, b) x-axis shifted in order to highlight the sample 

thickness.  
 

As regard the calibration along the y-axis, and thus the conversion from mV to C/m³, a 

calibration factor Y@fP (different from that of equation (2.52)) should be determined. The 

voltage PEA output signal after deconvolution ��Q@y�)�	
� can be written as a function of position 

x after the x-axis calibration, ��Q@y�)�	��. In the latter, the detected charges �	�� and Y@fP are 

linked by the following relationship: 

 

 ��Q@y�)�	�� = Y@fP  �	�� (2.61) 

 

Therefore Y@fP is given as: 

 

 Y@fP =  ��Q@y�)�	���	��  (2.62) 

 

The determination of Y@fP needs the knowledge of ��Q@y�)�	�� and �	��. The first one is already 

known, while the second one must be evaluated.  

The only known charge density is the surface charge in correspondence of the electrodes. 

Because the detected signal due to positive surface charge is attenuated compared to the real 

accumulated charge, the negative surface charge will be taken into account for calibration 

process. The latter is calculated as follow.  

Considering that the applied constant stress � is known, as well as the sample thickness �ef, 

the electric field " within the sample can be calculated as:   

 

 " =  ��ef (2.63) 

 

Without internal space charge in the sample the electric field distribution is the same between 
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the electrodes, therefore by using equation (2.3) BN = ����", in which the permittivity �� of 

the sample is also known, the negative surface charge is obtained.  

After that, equation (2.62) can be rewritten as:  

  

 Y@fP =  £ ��Q@y�)�	�����¤�¥ BN  (2.64) 

 

where �f and  �¦ are the start and end point of the negative peak in ��Q@y�)�	��.Therefore the 

integral in equation (2.64) represents the area of the ground electrode in ��Q@y�)�	��, which is 

related to the negative surface charge density. 

After Y@fP is known, the y-axis of ��Q@y�)�	�� can be calibrated and the space charge profile 

obtained by using  the following equation:  

 

 �	�� =  ��Q@y�)�	��Y@fP  (2.65) 

 

In order to verify the correct y-axis calibration, starting from the obtained charge density with 

equation (2.65), the electric field "	�� and voltage �	�� distributions, calculated with equations 

(2.66) and (2.67), should be the same as those applied (see equation 2.63).   

 

 "	�� =  1���� � �	�����
�  (2.66) 

 

 �	�� = − � "	�����
�  (2.67) 

 

The final charge pattern, calibrated both along x and y axis is that on the right of Figure 2.11. 

It is important to highlight that the calibration as well as the deconvolution procedures must be 

made in a specimen without space charge. This means that the reference signals which should 

be taken into account for the mentioned procedures are those acquired in the first instants of 

measures. 

This because after a certain time space charge accumulation occurs in the sample, which could 

influence the interfacial charges at the electrodes. Therefore became difficult the evaluation of 

the negative surface charge BN.   
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Chapter 3 
Modeling of the PEA Cell 

 
 
In this chapter, the PEA cell modeling approach used in this thesis is presented. The approach 

is based on the voltage-force and current-velocity analogies, which allows that each component 

of the PEA cell can be modeled as a lossy transmission line.  

In Paragraph 3.4, the Telegraphist’s equations for a transmission line have been obtained. 

Furthermore, the Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) method is used to simulate the 

electric (or acoustic) waves behavior within the series connected electric transmission lines (or 

PEA cell component).      

In the subsequent paragraphs, all the details of the developed model, such as node equations, 

boundary conditions, setting of simulation time, etc. are presented and discussed.  

An example of dynamic simulation, which allows to visualize the waves behavior in real time, 

is also proposed. Finally, the employed transducer model, implemented in Simulink 

environment, is described.  

The PEA cell model has been implemented in Matlab environment and the pseudocode is 

reported in Appendix A.  

 

 

3.1 The PEA cell 
 

The theoretical aspects of the PEA method have been widely described in the previous chapter, 

while the block diagram of its working principle has been reported in Figure 1.8. Actually, 

compared to the latter figure, when measurements are made by the PEA cell, a sheet of 

semiconductor material with similar acoustic impedance of the sample under test, is placed 

between the high voltage electrode and the sample, with the aim to improve the acoustic 

matching. 

The system consisting of the three electrodes (HV, ground and bottom), semiconductor layer, 

sample, sensor and absorber constitutes the acoustic circuit of the PEA cell. While the system, 

composed of resistance R, capacitance C, high voltage generator ��@, pulse generator A�	
� and 

amplifier, constitutes the electrical circuit of the PEA cell. The entire system, which represents 

the PEA cell, is reported in Figure 3.1 [124]. 
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Figure 3.1. Block diagram of the PEA cell. The electrical and acoustic circuits are highlighted by the blue and 

red dashed boxes, respectively. 
 

 

3.2 Motivation of the work 
 

One of the most relevant issues in the PEA measurements is the correct interpretation of the 

output signal. The latter, in case of a single layer specimen and in absence of space charges, is 

constituted by only two peaks due to the accumulated surface charge in both electrodes/sample 

interfaces. This corresponds to the ideal case, in which the positive and negative peaks are 

separated and no signal is present between them (see Figure 2.8). In reality, as explained in 

Chapter 2, due to reflections of acoustic waves, false signals may appear between the two main 

peaks and thus the output signal interpretation becomes difficult. Considering that the acoustic 

part of the PEA cell is the sole responsible of wave reflections, in this work, only the acoustic 

circuit is taken into account (the pulse generator, belonging to the electrical part, affects only 

the magnitude of the output signal and the measurement resolution).  

Based on the considerations above, the developed model is useful to properly size each PEA 

cell component in order to avoid reflected waves in the main signal and obtain a clear output 

charge profile.  
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3.3 Modeling approach 
 

Considering a sample of dielectric material with only accumulated surface charges, the 

generated acoustic pressure waves propagate both in forward (toward the sensor) and opposite 

direction (toward the HV electrode), as shown in Figure 3.2. The pressure waves that travel in 

opposite directions are reflected in the sample/HV-electrode interface and come back to the 

sensor. These waves, as well as the other reflected waves between the ground electrode and the 

absorber are also sensed by the transducer. For these reasons all the acoustic waves propagating 

in both directions are taken into account into the model, unlike [124], in which only the acoustic 

waves that propagate in forward direction were considered.  

Even if the semiconductor layer has been considered in the developed model, in order to better 

visualize the wave reflections in correspondence of the HV-electrode/sample interface, the 

same layer has not been inserted in Figure 3.2 as well as in the other figures in which the waves 

behavior is depicted.  

 

 
Figure 3.2. Acoustic pressure wave propagation within the PEA cell. The red and blue waves propagate in 

forward direction just after being generated. While the black waves reach the transducer after being 
reflected. 

 

The acoustic pressure waves depicted in figure 3.2. propagate in the medium according to 

equations involving mechanical quantities such as force (or pressure) and velocity. Considering 

the analogy between force-voltage and velocity-current, pressure waves can be easily described 

by electrical quantities [125]. Moreover, each PEA cell component characterized by a different 

material can also be described by electrical quantities, such as resistance R, inductance L, 

capacitance C and conductance G, defined per unit length. 

These electrical quantities are calculated by using some material properties, such as: the density 

� of the material (in kilograms per cubic meter, kg/m³), the acoustic velocity ? (in meter per 

second, m/s), the attenuation coefficient due to viscous losses � (in Neper per meter, Np/m) 
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and the attenuation coefficient �w@ due to thermal conductance (in Np/m). As a result, the 

following equations can be written: 

  

 E = 2�?�� (3.1) 

 

 / = ��                                                                       (3.2) 

 

 ! = 1��?%   (3.3) 

 

 - = 2�?� �w@ (3.4) 

 

where A is the area of cross section (in square meters, m2).  

Therefore, each PEA cell component can be represented by a lossy transmission line, as shown 

in Figure 3.3. In which the length of each transmission line is equal to the thickness of the 

corresponding PEA cell component. 

 

 
Figure 2.3. Lossy transmission line used to describe each PEA cell component. 

 

Based on the above mentioned model, the propagation of acoustic waves within the PEA cell 

can be simulated as the electric waves propagation (voltage and current) on electric lossy 

transmission line, by using Telegraphist’s equations: 
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 − #?	�, 
�#� = EJ	�, 
� + / #J	�, 
�#
  (3.5) 

 

 − #J	�, 
�#� = -?	�, 
� + - #?	�, 
�#
  (3.6) 

 

where ?	�, 
� and J	�, 
� are the voltage and current waves, respectively. While, the 

transmission line parameters R, L, G and C are calculated as in equations (3.1-3.4). 

 

 

3.4 Telegraphist’s equations and FDTD method 
 

In this paragraph the Telegraphist’s equations, previously introduced, are described in details, 

starting from a typical schematization of an elementary section. Beyond this, the FDTD, used 

in this thesis to simulate the wave propagation within the PEA cell, is also described.  

The elementary section of an electric line is shown in Figure 3.4.  

 

 
Figure 3.4. Elementary section of an electric line. 

 

Where �	�, 
� and  	�, 
� are the input instantaneous voltage and current values of the chosen 

elementary section. While, �	� + ��, 
� and  	� + ��, 
� are the output voltage and current 

values of the same elementary section, where �� is the section length [126].   

By applying the Kirchhoff’s voltage law, the correlation between the input and output voltage 

of the elementary section can be determined as: 

 

 �	�, 
� = E�� ·  	�, 
� + /�� ##
 ·  	�, 
� + �	� + ��, 
� (3.7) 

 

With the following approximation: 
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 �	� + ��, 
� = �	�, 
� + ��	�, 
� (3.8) 

                                                                         

Equation (3.7) becomes: 

 

 − ##� �	�, 
��� = E�� ·  	�, 
� + /�� ##
  	�, 
� (3.9) 

 

Dividing all terms by ��, equation (3.9) can be rewritten as: 

 

 − ##� �	�, 
� = E ·  	�, 
� + / ##
  	�, 
� (3.10) 

 

Likewise, the application of the Kirchhoff’s current law provides the correlation between the 

input and output current of the elementary section: 

 

  	�, 
� = -�� · �	� + ��, 
� + !�� ##
 �	� + ��, 
� +  	� + ��, 
� (3.11) 

 

Similarly to that done for equation (3.7), equation (3.11) can be rewritten as: 

 

 − ##�  	�, 
� = - · �	�, 
� + ! ##
 �	�, 
� (3.12) 

 

Equations (3.10) and (3.12) are called Telegraphist’s equations. If these two equations are 

solved by substitution method, a second order differential equation is obtained and thus two 

initial conditions are needed. Instead, by using numerical techniques, the resolution of a second 

order differential equation is avoided and the Telegraphist’s equations could be simultaneously 

solved.  

In this work, to calculate and simulate the Telegraphist’s equations, and therefore to visualize 

the propagation of voltage and current in transmission line (or pressure and velocity within PEA 

cell), the FDTD method has been used. It is a finite differences technique in which the 

derivatives with respect to space � and time 
 are approximated by finite differences (equation 

(3.13) and (3.14)) applied in a spatial and temporal lattice.  
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 ##
 ≅ ∆∆
 (3.13) 

 

 ##� ≅ ∆∆� (3.14) 

 

Where ∆
 and ∆� are the time step and the space step, respectively.  

Initially, in the application of the FDTD algorithm, a lattice is defined [127].  

The latter is a set of discrete points in space and time that samples the functions. This lattice is 

shown in Figure 3.5, in which the distance between two points in space ∆� and in time ∆
 is 

fixed. 

 
Figure 3.5. The lattice used in FDTD method. 

 

The points in the lattice are identified by means of whole index � and ¡: 

 

 7¨ = �∆� (3.15) 

 

 
© = ¡∆
 (3.16) 

 

Based on the above, current and voltage variable in space and time can be written as  ̈©  and 

�̈©. 

The spatial central finite difference formula for the voltage is defined as: 
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 ##� �	�, 
� ≅ � ª� + ∆�2 , 
« − � ª� − ∆�2 , 
«∆�  (3.17) 

 

By using the notation with index m and n, and taking into account that ∆� 2⁄  means half spatial 

step (1 2⁄ ), equation (3.17) can be rewritten as:  

 

 ##� �	�∆�, ¡∆
� ≅ �̈ Mi/%© − �̈ Ni/%©
∆�  (3.18) 

 

Likewise, the temporal central finite difference formula for the current is given by: 

 

 ##
  	�, 
� ≅  ª�, 
 + ∆
2 « −  ª�, 
 − ∆
2 «∆
  (3.19) 

 

As it was done for the voltage formula, by inserting the indices � and ¡, equation (3.19) 

becomes: 

 

 ##
  	3∆�, ¡∆
� ≅  ̈©Mi/% −  ̈©Ni/%
∆
  (3.20) 

 

By means of finite difference technique described above, and thus introducing equations (3.18) 

and (3.20) in the Telegraphists’ equation describing the voltage behavior (equation (3.10)), the 

latter can be rewritten as:   

 

 − �̈ Mi/%© − �̈ Ni/%©
∆� = E ·  ̈© + /  ̈©Mi/% −  ̈©Ni/%

∆
  (3.21) 

 

As it can be seen in the equation above, the continue dependence of the voltage from the space 

� in equation (3.17) has been replaced by a discrete dependence from the index �. In equation 

(3.21), it is also possible to observe that the temporal index ¡ appearing in the current 

expression is both entire  ̈©  and shifted by half quantity  ̈©±i/%. In this way, it will be difficult 

to solve this equation and therefore the current average at the instant ¡ should be introduced, as 

shown in equation (3.22). 
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 − �̈ Mi/%© − �̈ Ni/%©
∆� = E ·  ̈©Mi/% +  ̈©Ni/%

2 + /  ̈©Mi/% −  ̈©Ni/%
∆
  (3.22) 

 

The FDTD technique is based on explicit formulas in which the term more advanced in time 

 ̈©Mi/%,  is written as a function of others quantities. Therefore equation (3.22) can be rewritten 

as equation (3.23) and then dividing for ª4∆w + \% « and making same mathematical 

manipulations, thus obtaining equation (3.24).  

 

  ̈©Mi/% I/¨∆
 + E¨2 K =  ̈©Ni/% I/¨∆
 − E¨2 K − 1∆� ��̈ Mi/%© − �̈ Ni/%© � (3.23) 

 

  ̈©Mi/% =  ̈©Ni/% I2/¨ − E¨∆
2/¨ + E¨∆
K − 2∆
2/¨∆� + E¨∆
∆� ��̈ Mi/%© − �̈ Ni/%© � (3.24) 

 

In the same manner, starting from the second Telegraphists’ equation describing the current 

behavior, the voltage term more advanced in time �̈©Mi/% can be obtained as follows: 

 

 �̈©Mi/% = �̈©Ni/% I2!¨ − -¨∆
2!¨ + -¨∆
K − 2∆
2!¨∆� + -¨∆
∆� � ̈ Mi/%© −  ̈ Ni/%© � (3.25) 

 

By observing equations (3.24) and (3.25), it is possible to notice that the FDTD technique 

allows to obtain a new information at time ¡ + 1/2 as a function of other information detected 

in a previous time ¡ and ¡ − 1/2. This information update method is called “LEAPFROG 

technique” [127-128]. 

As it can be seen in equations (3.24) and (3.25), the voltage terms are those at time ¡ and its 

previous value ¡ − 1/2, respectively. Therefore from equation (3.24) it is difficult to solve 

equation (3.25) and vice versa. This happens because the first one needs entire ¡ index, while 

the second equation needs half quantity of ¡ index.  

In the same way, for the current term which requires half ¡ index in equation (3.24) and entire 

¡ index in the other one. Therefore the two equations are not easily simultaneously solvable. 

Because it is possible to evaluate current and voltage in different spatial and temporal times, 

this problem can be overcome by adopting two lattices, one for the current and one for the 

voltage, different to that proposed in Figure 3.5. The double lattice is reported in Figure 3.6, in 

which, as compared to the previous case, current and voltage are evaluated in a given time and 
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at spatial points shifted by half quantity. By adding a half quantity (+1 2⁄ ) at each term of 

equation (3.25), the latter becomes: 

 

�̈ Mi %⁄©Mi = �̈ Mi %⁄© ®2!¨Mi %⁄ − -¨Mi %⁄ ∆
2!¨Mi %⁄ + -¨Mi %⁄ ∆
¯ − 

− 2∆
2!¨Mi/%∆� + -¨Mi/%∆
∆� � ̈ Mi©Mi/% −  ̈©Mi/%� 

(3.26) 

  

In this way, the current term in equations (3.26) can be calculated by using equation (3.24), and 

vice versa, each voltage term in equation (3.24) can be evaluated by equation (3.26). This 

happens because, in both equations, all voltage terms are described by entire ¡ index and all 

current terms are described by half ¡ index. 

Equations (3.24) and (3.26) can be rewritten as equations (3.27) and (3.28). 

 

  ̈©Mi/% = �̈ ·  ̈©Ni/% + °¨��̈ Ni/%© − �̈ Mi/%© � (3.27) 

                   

 �̈ Mi/%©Mi = ±̈ Mi/% · �̈ Mi/%© + ,¨Mi/%� ̈©Mi/% −  ̈ Mi©Mi/%� (3.28) 

 

Where: 

 

 �² =  2/¨ − E¨∆
2/¨ + E¨∆
 

 

(3.29) 

 °² = 2∆
2/¨∆� + E¨∆
∆� (3.30) 

 

 ±̈ Mi/% = 2!¨Mi/% − -¨Mi/%∆
2!¨Mi/% + -¨Mi/%∆
 (3.31) 

 

 ,¨Mi/% =  2∆
2!¨Mi/%∆� + -¨Mi/%∆
∆� (3.32) 

 

In figure 3.6. below it is shown a double lattice. In this figure the spatial and temporal points 

describing the voltage are highlighted in red color, while the points referred to the current are 

depicted in green color. 
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Figure 3.6. The adopted double lattice. 
 

The solution of equations (3.27) and (3.28) is defined as a solution of a problem in which are 

defined the initial and boundary conditions. Therefore, the simulation is set according to the 

following steps: 

 

1. Formulation of the problem, set spatial (³) and temporal (́ ) dimensions in a finite 

lattice. Where ³ and ́  are the upper limit of � and ¡ employed in the equations 

previously described.   

2. Set temporal initial conditions (¡ = 0) for current and voltage. Which means at time 
 = 

0. 

3. Update of the current at the time ¡ + 1 2⁄  and of the voltage at the state ¡ + 1.  

4. Evaluation of the phenomenon for a temporal increment. 

5. Comparison between the simulated time ¡ and the final time ́ .  

- If ¡ < ́  go back to point 3. Here, the real time propagation of acoustic wave can be 

visualized.  

- If n = N the simulation ends, and the final charge profile is obtained.  

The flow chart of the developed model is reported in Paragraph 3.10, and further details are 

given in the following.   
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3.5 Setting of M and N dimensions 
 

In the developed model, the choice of ³ and ́  dimensions has been made as follows.  

Being M the number of discrete elements composing the sample and N the number of discrete 

elements spanned during the wave propagation.   

Initially the spatial step ∆�, named �: into the algorithm, has been set equal to 0.2·10-5 in order 

to have a good compromise between spatial resolution and simulation time.  

After that, the length of each PEA cell component has been divided by �: and then the 

calculation of ³� has been carried out as shown in equation (3.33) and in Figure 3.7, in which 

each spatial element is defined as ��) , where J is the element number and the footer � is the 

generic PEA cell component. 

 

 ³� =  µA¡¶
ℎ_��:  (3.33) 

 

Therefore, the final ³ value (that describes the entire PEA cell) will be given by the sum of 

each ³�: 

 

 ³ =  ¸ ³�
©¹

�ºi
 (3.34) 

 

Where ¡� is the number of PEA cell components. 

 

 
Figure 3.7. Calculation of »¼ for a generic PEA cell component. 

 

As regard the number of temporal samples ´ that are useful to describe the waves propagation 

within the PEA cell, the same number is calculated as shown in equation (3.35).  
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 ´ = ¸ C�g
)
©¹

�ºi
 (3.35) 

 

Where C� is the time needed for a wave to come across a component � with material J and it is 

evaluated by using equation (2.20), while g
) is the step time for a material J calculated as later 

explained. By mathematical manipulation, it is possible to notice that ́ = ³, as shown in 

equation (3.36): 

 

´ = ¸ C�g
) = ¸
µA¡¶
ℎ_�?)�:?)

=  ¸ µA¡¶
ℎ_�?)  ·  ?)�: =  ¸ µA¡¶
ℎ_��: = ¸ ³@ = ³ (3.36) 

 

Based on the formula above, to describe the waves propagation within the entire PEA cell, ´ 

should be chosen equal or greater than ³. Typically, because it is interesting to visualize the 

wave starting from the dielectric material interfaces until the transducer surface or until the 

absorber (in order to visualize the reflected wave within it), ´ could be lower. However, the 

choice of ́  affects the simulation time, therefore it can be set differently based on the required 

simulation test.   

Furthermore, for a fixed ́, the simulation time depends on g
) and the latter is calculated as 

follows. Considering that the PEA cell is made up of components with different materials, and 

thus different sound propagation speed, g
) has been differentiated as shown in Figure 3.8. In 

the algorithm g
) is called �
), therefore, for each different material, the adopted time steps are: 

 

- �
̂ 4 = �=½�¾     ⇒ for the electrodes made of aluminum material; 

 

- �
̂ = �=½�     ⇒ for the sample made of “A” material;  

 

- �
_`ab = �=½ÀÁÂÃ ⇒ for the sensor and the absorber made of PVDF material. 

 

The footer � in �
̂  is referred to the general case. Into the algorithm it is replaced by XLPE or 

LDPE, depending on the sample under test. 

The equations above are written according to the simulation stability condition, which will be 

explained in the next paragraph. 
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Figure 3.8. Different steps time adopted into the model.  

 

As regards the semiconductor layer (not inserted in the figure above) placed between the HV-

electrode and the sample, because it is made with similar material as the sample under test, the 

same step time �
̂  has also been used for this component.   

To better explain how the choice of ´ should be made, with the aim to obtain the correct 

simulation time, in Figure 3.9 six different examples of waves propagating within the PEA cell 

(with the same component dimensions of those used in the simulation tests described in the next 

chapter) are reported.   

As an example, for a ground electrode made of aluminum with speed of sound ?^4 = 6420 m/s 

and thickness �Z\ = 23·10-3 m (typical thickness value adopted in PEA cells), �
̂ 4  is 3.11·10-

10 s and ³ = ³Z\ is set to 11500, where  ³Z\ is the number of spatial elements calculated for 

the ground electrode.  

For an acoustic wave starting from the sample/ground-electrode interface, named “Wave 1”, 

the time to reach the sensor surface is 
 = 3.58 µs.  

Into the algorithm, in order to simulate only this wave propagating within the ground electrode, 

´ should be set equal to ³ and thus ́  = 11500. In this way, the simulation time is given by 
 

= ´�
̂ 4 = 3.58 µs as that requested for this type of test.  

In another case, named “Wave 2” in Figure 3.9, the acoustic wave starts from the HV-

electrode/sample interface, propagates up to the sensor. In this case the quantity ³ is set to ³ef 

+ ³Z\  spatial steps (in which ³ef is the number of spatial elements of the sample).  

If, as an example, the sample is 2·10-4 m thick and the speed of sound in the medium constituting 

the sample is ?^ = 1950 m/s (typical LDPE speed of sound) ³ef = 100 and thus the number of 

samples should be set as ´ = ³ef + ³Z\  = 11600. In this case, the simulated time is equal to 
 

= ³ef�
̂  + ³Z\�
̂ 4 = 3.68 µs, which correspond to the time needed for the Wave 2 to cross 

the sample and the ground electrode. 

The case “Wave 3”, instead, is referred to a wave that starts from the sample/ground-electrode 

interface and reaches the sensor after being reflected in the absorber/bottom-electrode interface. 
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In this case, the wave propagation is described by ³ = ³Z\ + ³eU + 2³^�e spatial steps and ´ 

= ³= 11755 temporal samples. The latter quantity is calculated by using the components 

dimensions reported in Figure 3.9.  The simulation time results: 
 = ³Z\�
̂ 4 + ³eU�
_`ab + 

2³^�e�
_`ab = 3.84 µs, which is the time needed to the acoustic wave in case “Wave3” to 

reach the sensor after its reflection within the absorber.  

The case “Wave 4” describes the same path of Wave 3 apart from the fact that the starting point 

is in the HV-electrode/sample interface. This means that ³ef must be added in the equation 

previously reported for Wave 3. Finally, Wave 5 and Wave 6 (with different starting points) are 

referred to the case in which, in the simulation, the reflections within the ground electrode 

should be analyzed.  

For all of the simulation cases described above, the values of ³ and the corresponding values 

of ´, that must be set in order to obtain the correct simulation time, for different simulation 

tests, are summarized in Table 3.1.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.9. Examples of wave propagation paths within the PEA cell. 
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Table 3.1. Values of M, N and corresponding simulation time for different simulation test. 

Wave M Ä = ¸ »¼ Simulated time (Ä�ÅÆ) 
1 MGR 11500 MGR dtAL = 3.58µs 
2 MSa+ MGR 11600 (MSa dtA)+( MGR dtAL) = 3.68µs 

3 
MGR+ MSE 
+2MABS 

11755 
(MGR dtAL)+( MSE dtPVDF) +2(MABS dtPVDF) 

=3.84µs 

4 
MSa + MGR + 
MSE +2 MABS 

11855 
(MSa dtA)+(MGR dtAL)+(MSE dtPVDF)+2(MABS 

dtPVDF) = 3.94µs 
5 3 MGR 34500 3(MGR dtAL) = 10.7µs 
6 MSa +3MGR 34600 (MSa dtA)+3(MGR dtAL) = 10.8µs 

 

In other cases, in which the components thickness or the sample material (with different speed 

of sound) are different from those reported in Figure 3.9, ³ will also be different from the 

values of Table 3.1. Therefore, the setting of ´ must be made again, in order to obtain the 

correct simulation time.  

 

 

3.6 Stability of the simulation 
 

In the previous section, the Telegraphist’s equations have been solved analytically (see 

equations (3.27) and (3.28)). In case of lossless transmission line, (with E = 0 and -= 0), the 

classic analytical solution of these equations is equal to: 

 

 ?	�, 
� = ��M cos	Ê
 − Ë� + ÌM� + ��N cos	Ê
 + Ë� + ÌN� (3.37) 

 

 J	�, 
� = ��M5� cos	Ê
 − Ë� + ÌM� − ��N5� cos	Ê
 + Ë� + ÌN� (3.38) 

 

where, for both equations, the first term represents the propagation wave, while the second term 

describes the reflection wave [129]. The propagation constant is represented by Ë, while 5� is 

the characteristic impedance of the line calculated as Í/ !⁄ .  

By neglecting the reflected waves and assuming, for the propagation wave, the phase ÌM = 0 

and the amplitude ��M = 1�, equations (3.37) and (3.38) become: 

 

 ?	�, 
� = cos	Ê
 − Ë�� (3.39) 
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 J	�, 
� = 15� cos	Ê
 − Ë�� (3.40) 

 

After that, the two equations above are reported in the finite FDTD lattice of Figure 3.6 and 

therefore they can be rewritten as:  

 

 �̈© = cos	Ê ¡ g
 − Ë � g�� (3.41) 

 

  ̈© = 15� cos	Ê ¡ g
 − Ë � g�� (3.42) 

 

Considering the following assumptions: 

 

 � = Ê ¡ g
 − Ë � g�  (3.43a) 

 

 Î = Ê g
    (3.43b) 

 

 Ï = Ë g�   (3.43c) 

 

the updated voltage and current equations can be rewritten as: 

 

 �̈ Mi/%© = cos �Ê¡∆
 − Ë I� + 12K ∆�� 
(3.44) 

 = cos IÊ¡∆
 − Ë�∆� − Ë2 ∆�K = cos ª� − Ï2«  
 

 �̈ Mi%
©Mi = Ï � �Ê	¡ + 1�∆
 − Ë I� + 12K ∆�� 

(3.45) 
 = Ï � �Ê¡∆
 + Ê∆
 − Ë�∆� − Ë2 ∆�� = cos ª� + Î − Ï2«    

 

  ̈©Mi% = 15� Ï � �Ê I¡ + 12K ∆
 − Ë�∆�� 
(3.46) 

 = 15� Ï � IÊ¡∆
 + Ê∆
2 − Ë�∆�K = 15� cos I� + Î2K 
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  ̈ Mi©Mi% = 15� Ï � �Ê I¡ + 12K ∆
 − Ë	� + 1�∆�� 
(3.47) 

 = 15� Ï � IÊ¡∆
 + Ê∆
2 − Ë�∆� − Ë∆�K = 15� cos I� + Î2 − ÏK 

 

Therefore, by taking into account equations (3.44 – 3.47) and considering a lossless 

transmission line, which means that the conductance G is set to 0 and thus the parameter Y = 1 

and , = ∆
/!∆� (see equations (3.31) and (3.32)), equation (3.28) becomes: 

 

 cos ª� + Î − Ï2« = 1 · cos ª� − Ï2« + , 15� �Ï � I� + Î2K − Ï � I� + Î2 − ÏK� (3.48) 

 

In order to obtain the stability or convergence of the simulation, the second term of equation 

(3.48) must not exceed the maximum value assumed by the first member.  

Considering that the parameters �, Î and Ï are real numbers, the left term of equation (3.48) is 

always delimited in the interval [-1, 1], thus its maximum value is equal to 1. In the same 

equation, due to the fact that the constant term , depends on the capacitance to ground which 

can be highly variable, its value is arbitrary. Therefore the second term on the right can take 

different values as compared to the value taken by the first term.  

In this case the error accumulates quickly in the simulation and the system becomes instable or 

divergent. In the light of this, to avoid simulation instability problem the time step ∆
 must be 

chosen appropriately, on the basis of a fixed ∆� value. 

As an example, if the first member, cos	� + Î − Ï 2⁄ �, assumes its maximum value and the 

first term at second member, cos	� − Ï 2⁄ �, is equal to -1, on the basis of the stability condition, 

equation (3.48) can be rewritten as: 

 

 1 ≥ −1 + , 15� �Ï � I� + Î2K − Ï � I� + Î2 − ÏK� (3.49) 

   

By inserting the expression of 5� and , previously reported in this paragraph, and if the term 

in square brackets takes the maximum allowed value for the simulation stability, such as 2, 

equation (3.49) becomes: 

 

 1 ≥ −1 + ∆
!∆� 1
Í/ !⁄ · 2 (3.50) 
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Through the following mathematical steps: 

 

 2 ≥ ∆
!∆� 1
Í/ !⁄ · 2 → 1 ≥ ∆
!∆� Ò!/   → 1 ≥ ∆
!∆� Ò!/ !!   → 1 ≥ ∆
 !!∆� Ò 1/! 

(3.51) 

 → 1 ≥ ∆
 ∆� ?[    
 

the final relationship, which must be taken into account to obtain the stability condition for the 

simulation, is given by:  

 

 g
 ≤ ∆�?[  (3.52) 

  

where ?[ calculated as Í1 /!⁄  is the waveform’s propagation speed in the transmission line. 

If equation (3.52) is satisfied, the simulation results stable. The obtained stability condition is 

easily understandable, in fact it is impossible to increase the time step g
 over the time needed 

for the wave to cross a spatial step ∆� of the lattice. 

 

 

3.7 Boundary conditions 
 
In Telegraphist’s equations solution, the boundary conditions can be determined by knowing 

the current or voltage values assumed at the ending parts of a transmission line. This boundary 

condition is called constraint of Dirichlet and is the most simple to apply. For example, if the 

transmission line ends with a short-circuit the boundary condition is fixed by setting to zero the 

voltage value: 

 

 �̈ Mi/%© = 0 (3.53) 

 

In other cases, instead, when the transmission line ends with a open-circuit, the Neumann 

boundary condition can be applied. In this case the limit is imposed in the temporal derivate 

and thus the boundary condition can be written as: 

 

 �̈ Mi/%© = �̈ Ni/%©  (3.54) 
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In our case, a resistance with high value (~1MΩ) has been inserted in both ends of the PEA cell 

and thus the equation describing the open circuit condition has been applied.   

 

 

3.8 Node equations 
 

In correspondence of the nodes between two PEA cell components connected in series, the 

continuity of current and voltage waves is imposed as shown in equations (3.55) and (3.56).  

 

  /�	³�� =  /�Mi	��Mii � (3.55) 

 

 �/�	³�� = �/�Mi	��Mii � (3.56) 

 

Where the first term of the above equations is referred to the current and voltage values assumed 

in the last spatial element of the generic component �, before the node. While the second 

member is referred to the values assumed in the first spatial element of the next component � +
1 (which is contact with the component �), after the node. The components � and � + 1, and 

their spatial elements are depicted in Figure 3.10. 

 

 

Figure 3.10. Connection between two generic PEA cell components and related spatial elements 

 

By means of equation (3.27), which describes the current wave behavior from �� = 1 to �� = 

³� – 1, the second member of equation (3.55) is evaluated and thus the continuity condition 

can be easily determined. As regard the other continuity condition of equation (3.56), none of 

the members are provided by equation (3.28). This because this last one describes the voltage 

wave behavior from �� = 2 to �� = ³� – 1, while the request voltage values in equation (3.56) 

are referred to the spatial element �� = 1 and �� = ³�. However, another equation can be 

written to solve equation (3.56) and is given by: 
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 �/�	³�� = ±�,�Mi · �/�	³�� + ,�,�Mi · 	 /�	³�Ni� −  /�Mi	��Mii �� (3.57) 

   

Where ±�,�Mi and ,�,�Mi, refer to the node between the components � and � + 1 and are 

calculated as: 

 

 

±�,�Mi = �2 !�	��i� + !�Mi	��Mii �2 � − �-�	��i� + -�Mi	��Mii �∆
�2 �
�2 !�	��i� + !�Mi	��Mii �2 � + �-�	��i� + -�Mi	��Mii �∆
�2 � (3.58) 

 

 ,�,�Mi =  2∆
�
2 �!�	��i� + !�Mi	��Mii �2 � ∆� + �-�	��i� + -�Mi	��Mii �2 � ∆
∆� 

(3.59) 

 

 

3.9 Pulse sources 
 

As previously explained, acoustic waves are generated by charges vibration due to the applied 

pulse electric field. According to the pressure-voltage analogy, the generation of an acoustic 

pressure wave can be modeled by using a voltage pulse source ��OP8Q. The latter is characterized 

by a waveform equal to that of the external pulse generator A�	
�, which in the ideal case is 

approximated by the Gaussian pulse with width in the range of nanoseconds, as shown in Figure 

3.11. The implemented equation, used to generate the requested pulse source is given by: 

  

 ��OP8Q = � AN	©NÓ�ÔÕ  (3.60) 

 

Where � is the magnitude, while � and Ë are used to set the time delay and the pulse width, 

respectively.  

As regard the magnitude of A�	
�, typical values are in the range between 450 and 600 V, 

depending on the thickness of the sample under test. Into the model, instead, the magnitude of 

the voltage pulse source is chosen as proportional to the accumulated charge. For example, if 

the magnitude of A�	
� is fixed to 600 V, and if the amount of negative surface charges is half 

the positive ones, the magnitude of the voltage pulse source is chosen as 600 V for the positive 

charge and half (300 V) for the negative ones. 
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Figure 3.11. Ideal pulse voltage waveform used into the model. 

 

In case in which only positive and negative surface charges are present in the sample interfaces, 

two pulse sources are inserted in series to the transmission line representing the sample, as 

shown in Figure 3.12, in which the pulse source polarity depends on the sign of the accumulated 

surface charge. 

 

 
Figure 3.12. Pulse sources inserted at the extremity of the sample transmission line. The red generator is 

referred to positive surface charge, while the black generator is referred to negative surface 
charge. 

 

 

3.10 Flow chart of the developed model 
 

The model has been implemented in Matlab-Simulink environment. In Matlab the FDTD 

method has been used in order to simulate the propagation of acoustic waves in lossy 

transmission lines. While, in Simulink, the Leach’s impedance-type transducer model has been 

implemented in order to simulate the piezoelectric sensor.  

The flow chart of the developed model is reported in Figure 3.13. As input data, the model 

requires the parameters of each PEA cell component, such as length (or thickness), density �, 
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speed of sound ? and the attenuation coefficients � and �w@. Then, the corresponding values of 

resistance E, inductance /, capacitance ! and conductance - are calculated for each 

transmission line by using equations (3.1-3.4). After that, the Telegraphist’s equations are 

solved by using the FDTD algorithm and Leapfrog technique. The simulation time is fixed by 

choosing an appropriate iterations number ´ of the FDTD for loop. When the index ¡ of the 

for loop is lower than ́ , the software allows to visualize the propagation of acoustic waves as 

they are calculated by the software in real time. In this way the propagation, transmission and 

reflection phenomena within the PEA cell components and in their interfaces become easily 

understandable, as reported in the example of the next paragraph.  When ¡ is equal to ́ , the 

simulation ends and the final distribution of acoustic waves, described by voltage (or force) and 

current (or velocity), is plotted. Finally, the input and output current waves recorded in 

correspondence of the transducer transmission line are sent to Simulink in which are used as 

input data for the Leach’s transducer model (which will be explained in paragraph 3.12). The 

output of the transducer represents the output of the PEA cell and thus the charge distribution.  

 

 
Figure 3.13. Flow chart of the developed model. 
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3.11 Dynamic simulation 
 

As previously explained, when ¡ < ´ the model allows to visualize the real time propagation 

of acoustic waves within each PEA cell component while it is elaborated by the software.  

An example of dynamic simulation is reported in the following, in which the behavior of 

acoustic waves within a PEA cell has been simulated. In order to better visualize the waves 

behavior, the pulse sources magnitude have been chosen respectively equal to + 1 V and – 1 V, 

while the relevant materials properties of the PEA cell components are reported in Table 3.2.  

 

Table 3.2. Materials properties of a PEA cell. 
Component Material ρ [kg/m³] v [m/s] Z [kg·m-2·s-1] 
HV Electrode Aluminum 2690 6420 17.3·106 
Semiconductor ~ LDPE 930 1950 1.8·106 

Sample LDPE 930 1950 1.8·106 
Ground Electrode Aluminum 2690 6420 17.3·106 

Transducer PVDF 1780 2260 4·106 
Absorber PVDF 1780 2260 4·106 

Bottom Electrode Aluminum 2690 6420 17.3·106 
 

In the table above, the acoustic impedance 5 of each component, calculated as 5 = � · ?, is also 

reported. In this way, the generation YZ, transmission Y[ and reflection Y\ coefficients 

previously described in equations (2.17 – 2.19), can be calculated for each interface between 

the PEA cell components, as shown in Table 3.3. 

In the proposed example, the magnitude of the pulse sources inserted in correspondence of the 

semiconductor/sample and sample/ground-electrode interfaces have been chosen equal to 

��OP8Q_i = 1 V and ��OP8Q_% = -1 V, respectively. Despite the same magnitude value, due to the 

different generation coefficients, the generated acoustic waves result different. In fact, as shown 

in Table 3.3, YeQ¨NefZ  = 0.5 and YefNZ�Z  = 0.9 for the waves propagating in the transducer 

direction, while, for the waves propagating in the opposite direction YefNeQ¨Z  = 0.5 and YZ\NefZ  

= 0.1. The waves generated in both directions, with magnitude given by the product Y)N]Z ·
��OP8Q, calculated at the start of the dynamic simulation, are shown in Figure 3.14. In this case, 

the waves propagate in the transducer and opposite directions and are generated by ��OP8Q_i. 

These are highlighted in red and orange colors, respectively. For the waves generated by 

��OP8Q_%, the blue (for the transducer direction) and violet (for the opposite direction) colors are 

used (see also Table 3.3). 
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Table 3.3. Generation, transmission and reflection coefficients for the PEA cell simulated in the example.  

Component ×ÆNØÙ  ×ÆNØÚ  ×ÆNØÛ  

HV Electrode (HV) 

   

Semiconductor (SEM) 

   

Sample (Sa) 

   

Ground Electrode (GR) 

   

Sensor (SE) 

   

Absorber (ABS) 

   

Bottom Electrode (BO) 

   

 

0.5 

0.5 0.1 

0.9 

1 

1.8 

0.37 

1 

1.62 

0.19 

1.8 

1 

0.19 

1.62 

1 

0.37 

-0.8 
-1 

0 
0.8 

0.8 
0 

-0.62 
-0.8 

0 
0.62 

0.62 
0 

-1 
-0.62 
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Figure 3.14. Dynamic simulation. Waves generated at the initial time. 

 

Subsequently, the waves begin to travel in both directions, as depicted in Figure 3.15.  

When the waves travel through the PEA cell components, they are attenuated in dependence of 

the material attenuation coefficient. Therefore, after a few microseconds, the situation is that of 

Figure 3.16. As it can be seen in the figure, because the attenuation coefficient of the dielectric 

material is much higher than that of aluminum, the attenuation of the waves propagating within 

the sample and semiconductor layer is greater as compared to that within the ground electrode.  

 

 
Figure 3.15. Dynamic simulation. Propagation waves after the initial time. 
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Figure 3.16. Dynamic simulation. Waves attenuation during propagation. 

 

When the red wave, that travels in the transducer direction, reaches the sample/ground-electrode 

interface, a fraction of it is transmitted and another fraction is reflected in the opposite direction, 

in dependence of  Y)N][  and Y)N]Z  that in this interface are equal to YefNZ\[  = 1.8 and YefNZ\\  = 

0.8, as reported in Table 3.3. The same thing happens for the orange wave that travels through 

the semiconductor/HV-electrode interface, because the transmission and reflection coefficients 

are the same as the previous ones. This means that, in these interfaces, the transmitted and 

reflected waves are 1.8 and 0.8 times the incident waves, respectively.  

These results may appear strange, as the conservation of energy principle appears violated. 

[130] 

However, both wave magnitude and wave velocity determine the time rate of flow of energy (i. 

e., power) at the interface and, in terms of power, there should be a net balance. As regard the 

violet wave, instead, it is totally transmitted because YefNeQ¨[  = 1, while YefNeQ¨\  = 0. In Figure 

3.17 the dynamic simulation has been stopped in correspondence of the time in which the red, 

violet and orange waves reach the different interfaces.  
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Figure 3.17. Dynamic simulation. Instant of time in which the red, violet and orange waves reach the different 

interfaces. 
 

For subsequent time intervals, in which the red and orange waves are divided in transmitted and 

reflected fractions, while the violet wave is totally transmitted, the situation is reported in Figure 

3.18.  

 

 
Figure 3.18. Dynamic simulation. The red and orange waves, after reaching the interfaces, are partially 
transmitted and partially reflected in the opposite direction. While, the violet wave is totally transmitted. 

The blue wave is still propagating within the ground electrode. 
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In the ground-electrode/sensor interface YZ\NeU[  = 0.37 and YZ\NeU\  = -0.62, here the negative 

sign indicates that the reflected wave is at 180° with the incident wave. In Figure 3.19, the time 

in which the blue wave reaches the transducer and starts to cross it is reported (see also the 

transducer oscillation in the figure). After the transducer vibration, the blue wave is reflected 

and goes back (with  YZ\NeU\  = -0.62), while the transmitted fraction (with YZ\NeU[  = 0.37) 

crosses the transducer and propagates along the absorber, as shown in Figure 3.20. At the same 

time, the orange wave is totally reflected in the end of the PEA cell, due to the fact that, at this 

point, the open circuit boundary condition has been considered and thus YZ\NeU\  = -1.  

 

 
Figure 3.19. Dynamic simulation. Instant of time in which the blue wave reaches the transducer surface, while 

the orange wave reaches the end part of the PEA cell.   
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Figure 3.20. Dynamic simulation. The blue wave, after reaching the transducer, is partially reflected in the 

opposite direction and partially transmitted  in the absorber. The orange wave, instead, is totally reflected in the 
end part of the PEA cell. 

 

After that, also the red wave reaches the transducer surface and it is transmitted and reflected 

as the blue wave previously described. The time at which the transducer oscillates, due to the 

incident red wave, is shown in Figure 3.21. 

 

 
Figure 3.12. Dynamic simulation. Instant of time in which the red wave reaches and passes through the 

transducer.   
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After a certain time, both red and blue waves (representing the positive and negative 

accumulated surface charges in the sample interfaces) propagate within the absorber, as shown 

in Figure 3.22.   

 

 
Figure 3.22. Dynamic simulation. Both blue and red waves after being detected by the transducer are 

propagating within the absorber.   
 

The signal that passes through the transmission line representing the sensor is sent to Simulink 

software in which the transducer model (described in the next paragraph) is implemented.   

The example above is referred to the case in which all of the PEA cell components are properly 

sized, and thus no reflections are present in final output signal. As explained in the previous 

Chapter 2, if the ground electrode or the absorber had been incorrectly sized, the blue wave 

would have reached the transducer surfaces several times before the red wave, and thus there 

would be reflections in the output signal. Simulation tests for different cases are reported in the 

next chapters.  

 

 

3.12 The transducer model 
 

The piezoelectric transducer, which is used to convert an incident pressure wave in an electrical 

signal, is modeled in Simulink environment according to the Leach’s model [131-132], as 

shown in Figure 3.23. The transducer is constituted by two parts: the mechanical and the 

electrical part. The first one is used to measure the deformation of the transducer due to incident 
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acoustic waves, while the second is used to convert the deformation into an electrical signal. 

The link between mechanical and electrical parts is established using current controlled current 

generators Si and S%. 

Concerning the mechanical section, the deformation is given by the difference between the 

propagation velocities of each surface normal to the propagation path. Because of the velocity-

current analogy, it is possible to evaluate this deformation as the difference between input and 

output currents of the transmission line representing the transducer simulated in Matlab. The 

resulting current  )©�Ow −  yOw�Ow (read by the ammeter �i), multiplied by the product of the 

piezoelectric transmitting constant ℎ and the static capacitance of the transducer !�, controls 

the current generator Si. Finally, across the capacitance !�, connected in parallel to the source 

Si, a potential difference proportional to the transducer deformation is obtained.  

As regards the electrical part, the current read by the ammeter �% and multiplied by the constant 

ℎ is used to control the other current generator S%. In order to obtain the total charge, that 

proportionally modifies the shape of the transducer, the output of S% is connected to the 

capacitor !i (with value equal to 1 F) to be integrated. The controlled voltage generator "i with 

unitary gain is a one-way insulation for the integrator. The resistances E with value 10 MΩ are 

inserted just to avoid a floating voltage of nodes. While, !� and ℎ for the 9µm PVDF transducer, 

are equal to 226 pF and 0.03 ·1012, respectively.   

 

 
Figure 3.23. Implemented Leach’s impedance-type transducer model. 
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Chapter 4 
Simulation of the PEA cell 

 
 
In this chapter, the validation of the developed PEA cell model is reported.  

Initially, simulations demonstrating what already explained in the previous Chapter 2, with 

respect to the correct sizing of the PEA cell components, are carried out. Therefore, the 

influence of the ground electrode and absorber thicknesses, which may cause reflections within 

the main PEA cell output signal, is evaluated. In this case, a first validation of the model has 

been obtained, because the simulations results provide the same patterns as those found in 

literature.  

In the second part of this chapter, a further model validation has been made by comparing 

simulation and experimental results. The latter have been obtained by using both the PEA cell 

of the TDHVL laboratory and the PEA cell of the LEPRE laboratory. Also in this case, the good 

performance of the developed model are confirmed, due to very similar PEA cell output signals 

(by both experimental and simulation tests) obtained.   

 

 

4.1  Features of the simulated PEA cell 
 

In order to evaluate the correct functioning of the developed model, the first simulations have 

been made similar to those proposed in the work [124], in which a LDPE layer with thickness 

200 µm has been used as a sample. 

The simulated acoustic circuit of the PEA cell has the same structure as that reported in Figure 

3.1. Besides, its electrical equivalent circuit, which is realized by connecting in series the 

transmission lines of each PEA cell component, is shown in Figure 4.1. Considering the 

presence of only surface charges, in the electrical equivalent circuit, two pulses sources are 

inserted in the extremities of the transmission line that models the sample under test. 

Furthermore, two resistances E� with high value (~1 MΩ) are inserted at the beginning and at 

the end of the entire equivalent circuit as terminating resistance for the transmission line.  
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Figure 4.1. Equivalent electric circuit of the PEA cell. 

 

The physical properties of the materials employed in PEA cell components of Figure 4.1, such 

as aluminum, PVDF and LDPE are reported in Table 4.1.   

 

Table 4.1. Physical properties of the materials employed in the PEA cell 

Material ρ [kg/m³] v [m/s] α [Np/m] 
Aluminum 2690 6420 10 

PVDF 1780 2260 15.42 
LDPE 930 1950 4873 

 

Knowing the physical properties listed in Table 4.1, the electrical quantities of each 

transmission line can be calculated by using equations (3.1 - 3.4). In these equations, the area 

� of cross section is also required. Considering that, in most cases, the diameter of the HV 

electrode is 10 mm, the parameter � results 78.5 mm². The calculated electrical quantities, 

neglecting the conductance G, are shown in Table 4.2, in which the thickness of each 

component is also reported.  

 

Table 4.2. Transmission lines parameters 

Component Material R [kΩ/m] L[mH/m] C [µF] Thickness [m] 
HV Electrode Aluminum 27.11 211.16 0.15 5·10-3 
Semiconductor LDPE1 1387.43 73 3.6 2·10-4 

Sample LDPE 1387.43 73 3.6 2·10-4 
Ground Electrode Aluminum 27.11 211.16 0.15 23·10-3 

Sensor PVDF 9.73 139 1.4 10·10-6 
Absorber PVDF 9.73 139 1.4 250·10-6 

Bottom Electrode Aluminum 27.11 211.16 0.15 5·10-3 
                                                      
1 In the referred article [124] LDPE was used as semiconductor layer. 
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4.2 Simulations results 
 

The first simulation is performed considering a constant DC stress equal to 10 kV, which 

corresponds to an electric field equal to 50 kV/mm across the 200 µm thick sample. Because 

the dielectric permittivity of LDPE is �� = 2.3, the accumulated surface charge in both sample 

interfaces, calculated by using equations (2.2) and (2.3), results almost 1 mC/m² and -1 mC/m². 

Furthermore, because of the same absolute value of the surface charges, the magnitudes of the 

positive and negative pulse sources of Figure 4.1, which are proportional to the accumulated 

charge, are chosen +600 V and -600 V.  

In addition, in the y-axis of the following patterns, the voltage quantity in [mV] is present 

instead of charge quantity in [C/m³]. This because the signal obtained in the simulations 

represents the output signal of the transducer, without being processed on the computer. In order 

to convert the voltage signal in the corresponding charge, a calibration procedure is needed, as 

previously described in Chapter 2. However, because the time scale (which is the more 

significant quantity in the simulations for this thesis) remains unchanged before and after the 

calibration, which means that the position of the main output signal and the position of the 

reflections are not affected, this technique will not be applied in the simulated output signal.  

Based on the above assumptions, and by using the component dimensions listed in Table 4.2, 

simulation result is shown in Figure 4.2. 

 

 
Figure 4.2. Output of the transducer in the properly dimensioned PEA cell 

 

As it can be noted in the figure above, due to correct dimensions of the PEA cell components, 

the original signal constituted by <M	
� and <N	
�, due to positive and negative surface charge, 

respectively, is not affected by reflections. The latter occur within the absorber, and after a 

certain time (the first one around 3.8 µs) are detected by the transducer. 
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4.2.1  Importance of ground electrode thickness 
 

As explained in paragraph 2.4, if the thickness of the ground electrode is not properly sized, 

reflections may occur in the main output signal of the PEA cell. In particular, it has been found 

that equation (2.38) must be satisfied in order to avoid that the reflected wave within the ground 

electrode <N\{	
� anticipates the main peak <M	
� referred to the positive surface charge. 

For example, for a LDPE sample with thickness �ef and speed of sound ?4a_U, equation (2.38) 

can be rewritten as follows:  

 

 �Z\ > 12 �ef ?^4?4a_U 
(4.1) 

 

Considering the values of Table 4.1, and �ef  = 200 µm, �Z\  should be greater than 330 µm.   

By reference to Figure 2.3, if �Z\  is chosen 325 µm, <N	
� reaches the transducer after 0.05 µs 

and <M	
� after Cef + CZ\ = 0.153 µs, while <N\{	
� after 3CZ\  = 0.150 µs. Therefore, reflections 

are present and thus more than two peaks will appear in the original signal, as shown in Figure 

4.3. 

 

 
Figure 4.3. Output of the PEA cell. A reflection is present in the original signal due to the incorrect thickness of 

the ground electrode. 
 

Whereas, if �Z\  is equal to 335 µm, Cef + CZ\ becomes 0.154 µs, while 3CZ\ results 0.156 µs. 

In this case, the relationship (4.1) is satisfied and no reflections occur in the original signal, as 

in the case of Figure 4.2, in which the ground electrode is properly sized. 

 
 

4.2.2  Importance of absorber thickness 
 

Considering the result of the previous example, for a 200 µm thick LDPE sample the correct 

thickness of the ground electrode has been calculated greater than 330 µm. By using the ground 
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electrode thickness equal to 23 mm (which is the typical value adopted in real PEA cell), <M	
� 

and <N	
� reach the transducer after 3.68 µs and 3.58 µs, respectively. With respect to Figure 

2.4, and according to equation (2.41) in which ?^ is replaced by ?4a_U, to avoid that the 

reflection <N\���	
� reaches the transducer before than <M	
�, the thickness of the absorber �^�e 

must be greater than 116 µm. In fact, if equation (2.41) is not fulfilled because �^�e is chosen 

equal to 100 µm, <N\���	
� reaches the transducer after 3.67 µs and thus false signals occur in 

the main output signal, as shown in Figure 4.4.  

 

 
Figure 4.4. Output of the PEA cell. A reflection is present in the original signal due to the incorrect thickness of 

the absorber. 
 

In order to better evaluate the effect of the absorber thickness in the output of the PEA cell, 

another simulation is carried out. For a 50 µm thick absorber, the reflected wave <N\���	
� 

reaches the transducer after 3.62 µs. Subsequently <N\���	
� is reflected again within the 

absorber and after CZ\ + 4C^�e = 3.67 µs the signal reaches the transducer for the second time, 

and before the main peak <M	
�. Therefore, two reflections are present in the main signal, as 

shown in Figure 4.5. 

 

 
Figure 4.5. Output of the PEA cell. Two reflections are present in the original signal due to the smaller 

thickness of the absorber. 
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4.2.3  Importance of transducer thickness 
 

The piezoelectric sensor employed in the PEA cell and the mathematical formulas which 

describe its principle of operation have been already reported and are discussed in Chapter 2. 

As it can be noted in equation (2.44), the magnitude of the transducer voltage output signal is 

proportional to its static capacitance, to the incident pressure on its surface and to its thickness.  

The effect of the transducer thickness �eU on the PEA output signal has been evaluated by 

performing a simulation in which all dimensions of the PEA cell components are the same as 

those reported in Table 4.2, unlike the value of �eU.  

By choosing �eU  = 5 µm, the simulation result is shown in Figure 4.6. The comparison between 

this result and that of Figure 4.2, in which �eU = 10 µm was used, shows that for a double �eU  

value, the PEA output signal magnitude is also doubled and vice versa. In fact, for �eU  = 10 

µm the maximum magnitude values of the negative and positive peaks were almost -10 mV and 

4 mV, respectively. While, for �eU  = 5 µm the maximum magnitude values of the negative and 

positive peaks are around -5 mV and 2 mV, respectively.    

 

 
Figure 4.6. Output of the PEA cell for 5µm transducer thickness. 

 

 

4.3 Experimental validation of the developed model by the PEA cell of the 
TDHVL laboratory 

 

In order to validate the model, a comparison between experimental tests and simulation results 

have been carried out in different dielectric specimens with physical properties listed in Table 

4.3. As it can be noted, the speed of sound of the LDPE is different from the previous value 

reported in Table 4.1. This because of a different sample realization process.    

Experimental tests have been made by using the PEA cell of the TDHVL, with components 

dimensions and transmission line parameters reported in table 4.4. In the same table, the 
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thicknesses and the calculated transmission line parameters for the three tested samples, are 

also reported. 

As regard the DC stress, 2 kV has been chosen for the LDPE samples with thicknesses 100 µm 

and 180 µm. While, 4 kV has been used for the 280 µm thick XLPE sample. These low DC 

voltage supply values have been chosen in order avoid space charge formation in the insulation 

bulk, with the aim to observe only the peaks due to surface charges.  

The accumulated surface charges in the three samples are equal in magnitude and opposite in 

sign (equations (2.2) and (2.3)). Therefore, as in the case of the previous simulation tests, the 

inserted pulse sources (see Figure 4.1) are chosen proportional to the accumulated surface 

charges and equal to +600 V and – 600 V.  

 

Table 4.3. Physical properties of the LDPE and XLPE materials. 

Material ρ [kg/m³] v [m/s] α [Np/m] 
LDPE 930 2200 4873 
XLPE 900 2200 2140 

 

Table 4.4. Transmission line parameters calculated for the experimental PEA cell components and samples 
under test.  

Component Material R [kΩ/m] L[mH/m]  C [µF] Thickness [m] 
HV Electrode Aluminum 27.11 211.16 0.15 5·10-3 
Semiconductor  Semiconductor 1936.6 86 2.18 150·10-6 

Sample 1 LDPE 1556.1 73 2.8 100·10-6 
Sample 2 LDPE 1556.1 73 2.8 180·10-6 
Sample 3 XLPE 665.6 70 2.9 280·10-6 

Ground Electrode Aluminum 27.13 211.3 0.11 2·10-3 
Sensor PVDF 9.74 139 1.4 9·10-6 

Absorber PVDF 9.74 139 1.4 0.45·10-3 
Bottom Electrode Aluminum 27.11 211.16 0.15 5·10-3 

 

In the following, the patterns obtained by experimental tests, show the output of the PEA cell 

after application of the calibration technique; therefore a charge signal is obtained. On the other 

hand, the patterns obtained by simulation tests, show a voltage signal. As previously explained, 

both signals differ for a calibration factor and therefore the comparison is possible because the 

time axis remains unchanged.  

The time delay present in the output signal of the experimental PEA cell, which is equal to 22 

ns, has been taken into account into the model.   
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4.3.1 Experimental and simulation results on Sample 1 
 

For a 100 µm LDPE sample, the first peak due to negative surface charge occurs after 0.311 

µs. While the second peak due to positive surface charge occurs after 0.356 µs. Considering the 

time delay of the measurement system, the peaks are shifted of 22 ns. Therefore, the 

corresponding times of the first and the second peak are 0.333 µs and 0.378 µs, respectively. 

Figure 4.7 shows the charge distribution obtained by experimental test, while simulation result 

is reported in Figure 4.8.  

 

 
Figure 4.7.  Charge pattern obtained by experimental test, for LDPE sample with thickness 100 µm. 

 
 

 
Figure 4.8. Output of the PEA cell obtained by simulation test, for LDPE sample with thickness 100 µm. 

 

 
 

4.3.2 Experimental and simulation results on Sample 2 
 

For a LDPE sample with thickness 180 µm, the negative peak occurs at the same time of the 

previous case. This because the corresponding time of this peak depends only on the ground 

electrode thickness and its speed of sound, which have remained unchanged. The positive peak, 

which depends on the sample features, occurs after 0.081 µs from the negative one. By taking 

into account the PEA cell time delay, the second peak occurs at 0.414 µs. The calculated time 
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values are confirmed by both experimental and simulation results, as shown in Figures 4.9 and 

4.10.   

 

 
Figure 4.9. Charge pattern obtained by experimental test, for LDPE sample with thickness 180 µm. 

 

 
Figure 4.10. Output of the PEA cell obtained by simulation test, for LDPE sample with thickness 180 µm. 

 

 

4.3.3 Experimental and simulation results on Sample 3 
 

The last comparison is performed in a XLPE sample with thickness 280 µm. The speed of sound 

of this material is the same of the previous samples, while the thickness is higher. This implies 

that the second peak, due to positive surface charge, occurs at 0.460 µs (including the time 

delay). Experimental and simulation results are shown in Figures 4.11 and 4.12, respectively. 

 

 
Figure 4.11. Charge pattern obtained by experimental test, for XLPE sample with thickness 280 µm. 
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Figure 4.12. Output of the PEA cell obtained by simulation test, for XLPE sample with thickness 280 µm. 

 

As it can be noticed in all the figures above, the comparison between experimental and 
simulation results confirm the good performances of the developed model.   
 

 

4.4 Experimental validation of the developed model by the PEA cell of the 
LEPRE laboratory 

 

In this paragraph, a further experimental validation of the developed model is made by means 

of the PEA cell of the LEPRE laboratory. 

The experimental measurement setup, which is similar to that used at the TDHVL, is reported 

in Figure 4.13. Where, cable 1 connects the HVDC generator to the upper electrode of the PEA 

cell. Cable 2 provides the constant DC voltage at the chopper placed within the PEA cell. The 

chopper, which is externally powered by the connection 3, is used to create the pulse stress. The 

latter, with amplitude equal to that of the pulse generator voltage supply, is sent to upper 

electrode of the PEA cell by means of connection 4.  The amplifier, used to increase the sensor 

output voltage level, is externally powered by cable 5, and its output signal is connected to the 

CH2 channel of the oscilloscope to be visualized. While, the CH3 channel is used as trigger. 

Finally, the oscilloscope is connected by GPIB (General Purpose Interface Bus) at the 

computer, in which the measured space charge signal is processed.  
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Figure 4.13. PEA measurement setup of the LEPRE laboratory. 

 

 

In the operating manual of the PEA cell above described is reported that the instrument allows 

to test specimens with thickness under 0.5 mm. This is true only in the case in which materials 

with speed of sound equal to 2200 m/s are tested. In fact, considering that the absorber of this 

PEA cell is 250 µm thick (and ?_`ab= 2260 m/s, as in the previous cases), after simple 

mathematical manipulations of equation (2.41), the following value �ef ≤ 0.5 mm is obtained. 

This means that, with respect to Figure 2.4, if a specimen with ?ef = 2200 m/s and �ef greater 

than 0.5 mm is used, <N\���	
� reaches the sensor surface before than <M	
� and therefore 

reflections occur in the main output signal.  

In order to verify what explained above, a specimen with ?ef = 2200 m/s and �ef ≥ 0.5 mm 

should be used. Unfortunately, a specimen with these features was not found, and thus another 

sample with features reported in Table 4.5 has been employed.   

 

Table 4.5. Features of the material tested for the verification of reflections within the absorber. 

Material code Thickness [m] ρ [kg/m³] v [m/s] α [Np/m] 
RS 2134 0.69·10-3 900 1189 2170 

 

By using the speed of sound of this material, the maximum value of the sample thickness �ef 

that can be tested without resorting to reflections in the main output signal, can be derived from 

equation (2.41), which is rewritten as:  
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 �ef < 2�^�e ½�¥½���   ⇒  �ef < 0.26 mm (4.2) 

 

Considering that the thicknesses of the ground electrode and of the sensor of the LEPRE lab 

PEA cell are 1 cm and 9 µm, respectively, with reference to Figure 2.4, <N	
� reaches the sensor 

after τmn = 1.55 µs and <M	
� after τkl + τmn = 2.13 µs. While the reflected wave within the 

absorber <N\���	
� needs a time τmn + τk� + 2τ��k = 1.77 µs to be detected by the sensor. 

However, a reflection occurs in the main signal, as demonstrated in the following. 

An experimental measure has been made by using the PEA cell of the LEPRE laboratory and 

the material described in Table 4.5 as specimen under test. The magnitudes of the HVDC and 

pulse generators are chosen the same as those shown in Figure 4.13, namely 8 kV and 500 V, 

respectively.  

The output signal depicted in the oscilloscope is reported in Figure 4.14. As it can be seen, the 

signal is not deconvoluted and calibrated, therefore a voltage signal is present in the y-axis.  

In the figure, the negative and positive peaks, due to the surface charges deposited in the 

ground-electrode/sample and sample/HV-electrode interfaces, are positioned at the 

corresponding time previously calculated, namely 1.55 and 2.13 µs, respectively. In the same 

way, the negative peak due to the reflection within the absorber occurs at the time 1.77 µs.  

 

 
Figure 4.14. PEA output signal displayed by the oscilloscope. A reflection occurs within the main output signal, 

due to absorber thickness and specimen features. 
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In the light of the above, the calculations previously made, regarding the position of the peaks 

and the presence of a reflection, have been confirmed by experimental test.   

In order to verify if the developed model provides the same result of those found 

experimentally, the PEA cell of the LEPRE laboratory and the sample described in Table 4.5 

have been modeled. The transmission line parameters, as well as the materials and thicknesses, 

of both PEA cell components and sample under test, are reported in Table 4.6.   

 

Table 4.6. Transmission line parameters calculated for the experimental LEPRE PEA cell components and 
samples under test.  

Component Material R [kΩ/m] L[mH/m] C [µF] Thickness [m] 
HV Electrode Aluminum 27.11 211.16 0.15 5·10-3 
Semiconductor  Semiconductor 359.71 70 10 2·10-3 

Sample  RS 2134 359.71 70 10 0.69·10-3 
Ground Electrode Aluminum 27.11 211.3 0.11 10·10-3 

Sensor PVDF 9.74 139 1.4 9·10-6 
Absorber PVDF 9.74 139 1.4 250·10-6 

Bottom Electrode Aluminum 27.11 211.16 0.15 10·10-3 

 

As regard the magnitude of voltage from the pulse generators (see Figure 4.1), 500 V is used, 

which is the same value of that applied in the experimental test.  

Simulation result is shown in Figure 4.15. As it can be seen, a reflection occurs within the main 

output signal and, furthermore, all of the peaks are at the same position of those obtained by 

experimental test of Figure 4.14. 

 

 
Figure 4.15. Output of the PEA cell carried out by simulation test. Validation of the model by implementing the 

PEA cell of the LEPRE laboratory. 
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Chapter 5 
Multilayer specimens 

 
 

This chapter deals with the case in which surface and interfacial charges accumulate in two 

different dielectric materials placed in contact with each other. This configuration will be 

described by the Maxwell capacitor, while the accumulated charges will be calculated by means 

of the Maxwell-Wagner theory.  

After the evaluation of the surface and interfacial charges, the middle part of this chapter 

focuses on the study of the waves behavior within the PEA cell, when a two layers specimen is 

placed between HV and ground electrodes. Therefore, as previously made for a single layer 

specimen, the relationships useful for the correct sizing of the ground electrode and absorber, 

that should be satisfied in order to avoid reflections within the main PEA cell output signal, are 

reported. 

Finally, the developed model, for the two layers specimen, has been validated by comparing 

simulation and experimental results. The latter have been obtained by means of the same real 

PEA cell of the TDHVL, used in the previous chapter. 

 

 

5.1  Maxwell capacitor and Maxwell-Wagner theory 
 

The configuration composed of two different dielectric materials “A” and “B” (with different 

permittivity � and conductivity Þ) placed in contact to eachother, can be described by the 

Maxwell capacitor [133], as shown in Figure 5.1.   

 

 
Figure 5.1. Maxwell capacitor 
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In the situation depicted in the figure above, the electric field distribution in samples A and B 

are given by: 

 

 "̂ = Þ��e¦Þ^ + �efÞ� � I1 − ANwßK + ���e¦�^ + �ef�� �ANwß (5.1) 

 

 "� = Þ^�e¦Þ^ + �efÞ� � I1 − ANwßK + �^�e¦�^ + �ef�� �ANwß (5.2) 

 

where V is the applied voltage, �ef and �e¦ are the thicknesses of sample A and B, while C is 

the time constant given by:   

 

 C = �e¦�^ + �ef���e¦Þ^ + �efÞ� (5.3) 

 

For the time 
 tending to zero, the first terms of equations (5.1) and (5.2) can be neglected and 

the electric field "�@ is capacitive distributed2. Therefore, equations (5.1 - 5.2) become: 

 

 "̂@ = ���e¦�^ + �ef�� � ANwß (5.4) 

 "�@ = �^�e¦�^ + �ef�� �ANwß (5.5) 

 

The accumulated surface charges B@M and B@N , due to "�@, in both electrode/sample-A and 

sample-B/electrode interfaces, can be calculated as: 

 

 B@M  = �^"̂@ = �^���e¦�^ + �ef�� �ANwß (5.6) 

 

 B@N  = ��"�@ = ���^�e¦�^ + �ef�� �ANwß (5.7) 

 

where, in �^ and �� the vacuum permittivity �� is taken into account.                              

Whereas, if 
 tends to infinity, the second terms of equations (5.1) and (5.2) tend to zero and 

                                                      
2 The apex c is referred to the capacitive distribution of electric field.  
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the electric field "�� is resistive distributed3: 
 

 "̂� = Þ��e¦Þ^ + �efÞ� � I1 − ANwßK (5.8) 

 

 "�� = Þ^�e¦Þ^ + �efÞ� � I1 − ANwßK (5.9) 

 

In this case the accumulated surface charges B�M  and B�N are given by: 

 

 B�M = �^"̂� = �^Þ��e¦Þ^ + �efÞ� � I1 − ANwßK (5.10) 

 

 B�N = ��"�� = ��Þ^�e¦Þ^ + �efÞ� � I1 − ANwßK (5.11) 

 

According to Gauss’ law, the accumulated interfacial charge B)©w at sample-A/sample-B 

interface, can be written as follows:  

 

 B�,@N − B�,@M = B)©w (5.12) 

 

where B�,@ is a term that includes both B� and B@. 

During the capacitive distribution of electric field the difference between the surface charges 

B@ is zero. Therefore, in equation (5.12) only the surface charges B�, due to the resistive 

distribution of electric field, should be taken into account. However, in the sample-A/sample-

B interface of the Maxwell capacitor, due to Maxwell-Wagner effect, the accumulated charge 

3	
� = B)©w  is given by: 

 

 3	
� = I ��Þ^ − �^Þ���Þ^ + �^Þ�K � I1 − AN wßàáK (5.13) 

 

where the Maxwell-Wagner time constant, Câã, is the same of C described in equation (5.3) 

[133-134]. 

 

                                                      
3 The apex r is referred to the resistive distribution of electric field.  
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5.2 Reflections of acoustic waves in a two layers specimen 
 

In case of a free space charge two layers specimen, the main output signal is constituted by 

three peaks due to the accumulated surface charges in the three interfaces, such as 

electrode/sample-A, sample-A/sample-B and sample-B/electrode interfaces. As in the case of a 

single layer specimen, reflections in a two layer specimen may overlap the main output signal 

of the PEA cell if the ground electrode and the absorber are not properly sized [134].    

 

 

5.2.1  Acoustic wave reflections within the  ground electrode in a two layers 
specimen 

 

In the situation depicted in Figure 5.2, for two layers specimen, the generated acoustic wave 

<M	
�, in the HV-electrode/sample-A interface, needs a time  τkl + τkä + τmn to reach the 

transducer. As previously explained in Paragraph 2.4, when <M	
� passes through the different 

interfaces, it is partially transmitted and partially reflected. The reflected portion of <M	
�, 

named <M\N^	
� in Figure 2.3, is not considered in the following, because it needs a time greater 

than <M	
� itself to reach the transducer, and thus it does not cause overlap in the main signal. 

However, <M	
� is described by:  

 

 <M	
� = Y[}[ �BM + 12 �A�	
 − τkl − τkä + τmn�� A�	
 − τkl− τkä − τmn� (5.14) 

  

where Y[}[ = Ŷ 4N^Z  Ŷ N�[  Y�N^4[  Ŷ 4N_`ab[ , in which Ŷ N�[  is the transmission coefficient of 

the sample-A/sample-B interface. 

The equation describing the propagated acoustic wave <)©w	
�, due to the sample-A/sample-B 

interfacial charge, is given by the following equation: 

 

 <)©w	
� = Ŷ N�Z  Y�N^4[  Ŷ 4N_`ab[ �BM + 12 �A�	
 − τkä + τmn�� A�	
 − τkä
− τmn� 

(5.15) 

 

where Ŷ N�Z  is the generation coefficient in the sample-A/sample-B interface.  

While, <N	
� and its reflection <N\{	
� within the ground electrode, have been already given in 

equations (2.32) and (2.37).  
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Figure 5.2. Reflection of acoustic waves in a free space charge two layers specimen. The effect of ground 

electrode thickness. 
 

However, if <N\{	
� reaches the transducer before than <M	
� a reflection occurs in the main 

signal. In order to avoid this problem, the ground electrode should be sized according to the 

following relationship: 

 

 �Z\ > 12 I�ef ?^4?^ + �e¦ ?^4?� K (5.16) 

 

where ?^ and ?� are the speed of sound of materials A and B, respectively. 

 

 

5.2.2 Acoustic wave reflections within the  absorber in a two layers specimen 
 

As in the case of one layer, for a two layers specimens, also the absorber plays an important 

role in the reflections phenomenon. With respect to Figure 5.3, the expressions of the waves 

that propagate up to the sensor, such as <M	
�, <N	
� and <)©w	
�, have been already reported 

in equations (5.14) (2.32) and (5.15), as well as the reflected acoustic wave within the absorber 

<N\���	
�, described in equation (2.40). The reflections phenomenon within the absorber has 

been widely analyzed for one layer specimen in the Paragraph 2.4 and it was found that only 

<N\���	
� could anticipate <M	
�. The latter wave, in case of two layers specimen, takes more 

time to reach the sensor and therefore the absorber thickness should be greater than that found 

for one layer specimen. However, the following relationship must be satisfied: 
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 �^�e > 12 I�ef ?_`ab?^ + �e¦ ?_`ab?� K (5.17) 

 
 

 
Figure 5.3. Reflection of acoustic waves in a free space charge two layers specimen. The effect of absorber 

thickness. 
 

 

5.3 Equivalent circuit of the PEA cell for a two layers specimen 
 

The simulated electrical equivalent circuit of the PEA cell, in case of a two layers specimen, is 

shown in Figure 5.4. Compared to the circuit for one layer, reported in Figure 4.1, a further 

pulse source is inserted between the transmission lines referred to the two samples. This source 

is used to simulate the acoustic wave generated by the interfacial charge deposited in the 

sample-A/sample-B interface. The polarity of the interfacial charge depends on the features of 

the materials in contact. In particular, if the conductivity of sample B (which is in contact with 

the negative ground electrode) is greater than conductivity of sample A, the interfacial charge 

sign is negative. However, both polarity and amount of this charge can be easily calculated by 

using the Maxwell-Wagner theory (equation (5.13)). 
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Figure 5.4. Equivalent electric circuit of the PEA cell for two layers specimen. 

 

 

5.4 Evaluation of accumulated surface and interfacial charges in a two 
layers specimen  

 

Considering the sample A made of XLPE with thickness 280 µm and the sample B made of 

LDPE with thickness 180 µm, their physical properties and transmission line parameters are 

the same as those reported in the previous Tables 4.3 and 4.4. The electrical properties useful 

to calculate the interfacial charge due to the Maxwell-Wegner effect are reported in table 5.1. 

 

Table 5.1. Electrical properties of the LDPE and XLPE 

Material Relative permittivity åæ Conductivity ç [S/m] 
XLPE 2.3 5·10-16 
LDPE 2.2 7·10-17 

 

For a DC stress equal to 2 kV, the electric field behavior in the XLPE and LDPE samples, 

calculated by using equations (5.1) and (5.2) is shown in Figure 5.5. According to equations 

(5.6 - 5.7) and (5.10 - 5.11), the surface charges behavior, during the capacitive and resistive 

distribution of electric field, is shown in Figure 5.6. In the same figure, the interfacial charge 

profile (3) calculated by using equation (5.13) is also reported. As it can be noted, in the steady 

state, the accumulated surface charges in correspondence of the HV-electrode/XLPE and 

LDPE/ground-electrode interfaces result BM= 0.27·10-4 C/m² and BN= - 1.67·10-4 C/m². 

Whereas, the interfacial charge in the XLPE/LDPE interface is calculated as 3 = 1.40·10-4.   

The magnitudes of the pulse sources, inserted in the equivalent electric circuit shown in Figure 

5.4, are chosen proportionally to the amount of surface and interfacial charges. In particular, 

the magnitude of the blue generator, which simulates the acoustic wave generated by BN, is 
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chosen as 600 V. While, because BM is around 6 times smaller than BN, the magnitude of the 

red generator is selected to 100 V. As regard the interfacial charge 3, which is 1.2 times smaller 

than BN, the magnitude of its corresponding generator (the violet one) is calculated equal to 

500 V.  

 

 
Figure 5.5. Electric field profiles in XLPE and LDPE samples. 

 

 
Figure 5.6. Surface and interfacial charges profiles in the XLPE-LDPE specimen. 

 

 

5.5 Simulations results for a two layers specimen 
 

Simulations are carried out by implementing the same PEA cell described in Paragraph 4.3. In 

Table 4.4 of the previous chapter, the transmission lines parameters useful to simulate the 

equivalent circuit of Figure 5.4, are also reported. 
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As regards the pulse sources, for a 2 kV DC stress the magnitudes of these generators have been 

already calculated: blue generator 600 V, violet generator 500 V, red generator 100 V. 

 

 

5.5.1. Importance of ground electrode thickness in a two layer specimen 
 

In the first simulation, the reflections phenomenon due to the incorrect sizing of the ground 

electrode is analyzed. As explained in Paragraph 5.2, if the thickness of the ground electrode 

does not fulfill equation (5.16), the reflection due to <N	
� anticipates the main peak <M	
�.  

Considering the samples A made of XLPE and the sample B made of LDPE, with thicknesses 

280 µm and 180 µm, respectively, and same sound velocity ?¢4_U   = ?4a_U = 2200 m/s, equation 

(5.16) can be rewritten as follows: 

 

 �Z\ > 12 I�ef ?^4?¢4_U + �e¦ ?^4?4a_UK (5.18) 

 

In this situation, the thickness of the ground electrode, �Z\, must be greater than 0.64 mm. In 

fact, if �Z\  is chosen 0.5 mm, <M	
� reaches the transducer after 0.285 µs, while the reflected 

wave <N\{	
� after 0.231 µs (see also Figure 5.2). Therefore, a reflection occurs before the peak 

due to the positive surface charge, as shown in Figure 5.7.   

On the contrary, if �Z\  is equal to 0.80 mm, <M	
� and <N\{	
� reach the transducer after 0.332 

µs and 0.372 µs, respectively. Therefore, no reflection occurs in the main signal.   

 

 
Figure 5.7. Output of the PEA cell. A reflection is present in the original signal due to the incorrect thickness of 

the ground electrode 
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5.5.2. Importance of absorber thickness in a two layer specimen 
 

As regard the correct sizing of the absorber, equation (5.17) must be satisfied in order to avoid 

that reflections are present in the main signal. In case of the same two layers specimen used in 

the previous simulation test, the absorber thickness must be greater than 0.23 mm. In fact, as 

described for the Figure 5.3, if the ground electrode thickness is properly sized (�Z\ = 2 mm, 

which is the thickness of the real PEA cell employed for the experimental tests) the acoustic 

wave <M	
� reaches the sensor after 0.519 µs, while <N	
� and <)©w	
� after 0.311 µs and 0.392 

µs, respectively. In this case no reflection occurs if the absorber is properly sized as well. While, 

if the thickness of the absorber is smaller than 0.23 mm and chosen, for example, 0.18 mm, the 

reflected wave <N\���	
� reaches the sensor after 0.469 µs. Therefore a reflection occurs in the 

main signal, as shown in Figure 5.8. 

 

 
Figure 5.8. Output of the PEA cell. A reflection is present in the original signal due to the incorrect thickness of 

the absorber 
 

 

5.6 Experimental validation of the two layers specimen model 
 

In order to validate the two layers specimen model, the real PEA cell of the TDHVL, with 

component dimensions and transmission line parameters reported in Table 4.4, is used for both 

simulation and experimental tests. The specimen is constituted by the same materials previously 

described and employed in the simulations, such as 280 µm tick XLPE and 180 µm tick LDPE. 

By stressing the specimen with 2 kV DC voltage supply, the amount of surface charges and 

interfacial charge in the steady state have been already calculated in Paragraph 5.4. 

Considering that the space charge accumulation phenomenon depends also on the voltage 

application time, the latter should be small in order to avoid the presence of space charges in 

the insulation bulk. For this reason, the test time is chosen 5 minutes (300 s). For this time 

interval, the electric field behavior in the XLPE and LDPE samples is shown in Figure 5.9.  
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Figure 5.9. Electric field profiles in XLPE and LDPE samples during 5 minutes of applied voltage. 

    

While, the accumulated surface and the interfacial charges are reported in Figure 5.10.  

 

 
Figure 5.10. Surface and interfacial charges profiles in the XLPE-LDPE specimen during 5 minutes of applied 

voltage. 
 

As it can be seen, after 5 minutes, the accumulated surface charge BM in the HV-

electrode/XLPE interface is equal to 0.851·10-4 C/m², whereas the negative surface charge BN 

in the LDPE/ground-electrode interface is equal to -0.856·10-4 C/m². Instead, in the 

XLPE/LDPE interface, the accumulated charge 3 results 0.005·10-4 C/m². According to the 

found charge values, and observing the equivalent electric circuit of Figure 5.4, the blue 

generator (which is referred to BN) is assigned a magnitude of 600 V. While, considering that 

BM is 1.006 times smaller than BN, the magnitude of the red generator is calculated 596 V (that 

is 1.006 times smaller than 600 V). Finally, the interfacial charge 3 is 171 times smaller than 
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BN, therefore the magnitude of the violet generator results 3.5 V.   

Considering that the PEA cell described in Table 4.4 is properly sized (�Z\ = 2 mm and �^�e 

= 0.45 mm), no reflections occur, and therefore only three peaks due to <M	
�, <N	
� and <)©w	
� 

are present in the main PEA cell output signal. By taking into account a time delay equal to 

0.022 µs, present in the output signal of the experimental PEA cell, <N	
� reaches the sensor 

after 0.333 µs, <)©w	
� after 0.414 µs and <M	
� after 0.541 µs. 

Introducing the time delay in the model, simulation result is shown in Figure 5.11. The charge 

distribution obtained by experimental test is shown in Figure 5.12. Also in this case the 

calibration technique has been applied in the experimental pattern and therefore the y-axis 

represents a charge signal. Unlike the pattern obtained by simulation in which the y-axis 

represents a voltage signal. As previously explained, the times in which the peaks occur remain 

unchanged and therefore the comparison can be made. 

 

 
Figure 5.11. Output of the PEA cell obtained by simulation test for XLPE-LDPE specimen. 

 

 
Figure 5.12. Charge pattern obtained by experimental test for XLPE-LDPE specimen. 
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Chapter 6 
Recommendations 

 

 

Research results show that each different PEA cell is able to provide a main output signal 

without reflections only if the thickness and speed of sound of the sample under test fall within 

a certain range of values.  

On the basis of the results achieved in this thesis work, important recommendations useful to 

avoid reflections within the main PEA cell output signal are presented in the following for both 

an already built PEA cell and for a new PEA.  

This Chapter, as well as the main part of this thesis, focuses only on the ground electrode and 

absorber components sizing, because only these parts are responsible of the reflections within 

the main output signal, which is the most relevant issue in the PEA technique deployment. 

 

 

6.1 Existing PEA cell  
 

When we have an already built PEA cell, it is not possible to change any component of the PEA 

cell and therefore the types of dielectric samples that are to be tested are limited. Before each 

space charge measurement, we recommend to use the following procedure: 

1) Measure the thickness of ground electrode �Z\, if it is not reported in the operating manual 

of the used PEA cell. This measurement can be easily made by using some mechanical tool, 

e.g. caliber or meter. After that, calculate the maximum sample thickness that can be tested 

in order to avoid reflections in the main output signal, due to the ground electrode thickness. 

This value can be calculated by the relationship �ef < 2 �Z\?^ ?^4⁄ , which is derived from 

equation (2.38). Where, the speed of sound of the aluminum ?^4 is typically 6420 m/s, while 

the speed of sound of the sample ?^ is different for each type of dielectric material.  

     Based on the above, in order to quickly evaluate the maximum sample thickness �ef, with 

sound velocity ranging from 1200 to 3600 m/s (typical values of sound velocity in dielectric 

materials), that can be tested in a PEA cell with a certain ground electrode thickness value 

�Z\, the graph of Figure 6.1 can be used.  

     For example, for the PEA cell of the LEPRE lab, with �Z\= 10 mm (pink line of Figure 6.1), 

if a sample of XLPE material (with sound velocity ?^= 2200 m/s) is to be tested, its 

maximum thickness �ef must be lower than 6.9 mm. While, if ?^ is lower and equal to 1800 

m/s, the maximum �ef that can be tested in the same PEA cell, without reflections in the 
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main output signal, must be lower than 5.6 mm. 

In case of the PEA cell of the TDHVL lab, with �Z\= 2 mm, the maximum XLPE sample 

thickness that can be tested must be no greater than 1.4 mm.     

 

 
Figure 6.1. Evaluation of the maximum sample thickness that can be tested, based on the ground electrode 

thickness of a PEA cell already built. 
 

2) Measure the thickness of the absorber, if it is not reported in the operating manual of the 

used PEA cell. In this case, instead, because it is usually placed within an aluminum block 

and thus it is not easily accessible, the manual measurement of its thickness results difficult. 

However, its thickness can be evaluated by observing the output signal of the PEA cell 

displayed into the oscilloscope, by following the procedure below: 

- Choose a sample that has both a high speed of sound and the smallest thickness (in the range 

of µm), among those available in the laboratory. In this way, the possibility of reflections in 

the main output signal should be avoided.  

- Provide both high voltage and pulse voltage to the PEA cell, in which the previous chosen 

sample has been inserted, as a normal space charge measure.  

- Observe the PEA output signal in the oscilloscope. If the chosen sample is correct, no 

reflections occur in the main signal and thus the first and the second peak displayed in the 

oscilloscope will be the signals due to the negative and positive charges, respectively. 
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- In the oscilloscope, move along the positive direction of time axis, until the first reflection 

of the negative main peak. This reflection could be that within the ground electrode or that 

within the absorber. It will be that within the ground electrode if the temporal distance 

between it and the main negative peak is equal to 3CZ\ (where 3CZ\ is the needed time for 

an acoustic wave to reach the sensor after being reflected within the ground electrode, 

calculated as 3CZ\ =  3 �Z\ ?^4⁄ , see Figure 2.3.). While, if this temporal distance is 

different from 3CZ\, it means that the first reflected wave after the main signal is the one 

within the absorber. Therefore, the absorber thickness �^�e, neglecting the sensor effect, can 

be calculated  as: 

 

 �^�e = 
__è��� − 
�_2 ?_`ab (6.1) 

 

Where 
�_ and 
__è���  are the corresponding times of the main negative peak and its first 

reflection, respectively. While, the sound velocity of the absorber made of PVDF material is 

always ?_`ab = 2260 m/s. 

To better understand what above explained, in Figure 6.2 an example is reported. The signal 

in the figure is the same of that previously obtained by simulation in Chapter 4, which results 

very similar to that displayed in the oscilloscope. As it can be seen, 
�_ is equal to 3.58 µs, 

while 
__è���  is around 3.8 µs. Therefore, by means of equation (6.1), the absorber thickness 

is calculated �^�e ≈ 250 µm. 

 

 
Figure 6.2. Evaluation of the absorber thickness by means of PEA cell output signal. 

 

- After having obtained the absorber thickness, calculate the maximum sample thickness that 

can be tested in order to avoid reflections in the main output signal, due to the absorber 

thickness. This value can be calculated by the relationship �ef < 2 �^�e?^ ?_`ab⁄ which is 

derived from equation (2.41). 
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Also in this case, a graph can be used in order to quickly evaluate the maximum sample 

thickness �ef that can be tested in a PEA cell with a certain absorber thickness value �^�e.  

For example, for the PEA cell of the LEPRE lab, with �^�e= 250 µm, the maximum sample 

thickness �ef that can be tested must be lower than 0.49 mm, if its sound velocity ?^ is equal 

to 2200 m/s. While, if ?^= 3000 m/s, for the same �^�e value, �ef must be lower than 0.67 

mm.   

 

 
Figure 6.2. Evaluation of the maximum sample thickness that can be tested, based on the absorber thickness of a 

PEA cell already built. 
 

  

6.2 PEA cell design 
 

A PEA cell is designed on the basis of the specimen’s features (thickness and sound velocity).  

Based on the results obtained in this thesis, in order to avoid reflection in main PEA cell output 

signal, we recommend to use the equations already given in Chapter 2, and again reported below 

in equation (6.2) for the ground electrode sizing, and in equation (6.3) for the absorber sizing.   

 

 �Z\ >  12 �ef ?^4?^  (6.2) 
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 �^�e > 12 �ef ?_`ab?^  (6.3) 

 

Based on the above equations, two graphs have been realized in order to facilitate the design.  

The graph referred to the ground electrode thickness, is shown in Figure 6.3. Where, each line 

with different color is referred to a maximum sample thickness value that should be tested. 

While, in the y-axis the typical range of dielectric materials sound velocity values is reported. 

Therefore, after having chosen the maximum sample thickness value and knowing its sound 

velocity, the minimum ground electrode thickness is provided by the x-axis. For example, if the 

PEA cell must be used to test specimens with maximum thickness �ef = 800 µm (black line of 

Figure 6.3) and sound velocity ?^ = 2400 m/s, the thickness of the ground electrode,�Z\ must 

be greater than 1.1 mm. While, if �ef = 2 mm and ?^ = 2000 m/s, �Z\ must be at least 3.2 mm. 

In case of two layers specimens, the minimum ground electrode thickness is given by the sum 

of each �Z\ calculated separately for each sample composing the specimen. Therefore, 

considering the examples above, in which �Z\ has been calculated 1.1 and 3.2 mm for the two 

different samples, if both samples are placed in contact to each other in order to be tested, the 

minimum �Z\ value must be greater than the sum of 1.1 and 3.2 mm, and thus �Z\ > 4.3 mm. 

 

 
Figure 6.3. Sizing of the ground electrode thickness, based on the specimen features that should be tested. 

 

In Figure 6.4, instead, the graph referred to the sizing of the absorber thickness is shown. As in 
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the previous graph of Figure 6.3, after having chosen the maximum sample thickness, based on 

its sound velocity, the minimum absorber thickness value is given in the x-axis. In this case, if 

for example �ef = 2 mm and ?^ = 2000 m/s, the minimum absorber thickness that must be used 

is equal to �^�e = 1.1 mm. For another sample, with �ef = 500 µm and ?^ = 1800 m/s, �^�e 

minimum results 0.31 mm. If this latter sample is placed in contact to the previous one, for this 

two layers specimen, the minimum absorber thickness must be greater than 1.1 + 0.31 mm, and 

thus �^�e > 1.41 mm.    

 

 
Figure 6.4. Sizing of the absorber thickness, based on the specimen features that should be tested. 
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Chapter 7 
Conclusion and future works 

 

 

The purpose of this work was to develop a simulation model of the PEA method in order to 

establish the correct sizing of the PEA cell components, with the aim to avoid reflections of 

acoustic waves within the main output signal. 

The employed modeling approach follows the suggestions of a work found in literature in which 

PSpice software was used to simulate the acoustic waves behavior within the PEA cell. Here, 

instead, Matlab environment was chosen in order to have a more versatile software in which it 

was also possible to manage the mathematical equations and study coupled phenomena and 

parametric variations more easily than in PSpice environment.  

The initial simulations have been carried out considering only one dielectric layer in the sample 

and the presence of only surface charges in the HV-electrode/sample and sample/ground-

electrode interfaces. In these simulations, in order to have a better output charge profiles 

(without overlapping reflections on the main signal) the correct thicknesses of ground electrode 

and absorber were found.  

Initially, the validation of the software was made by comparing the results with those proposed 

in the referred article. Subsequently, by using the PEA cell of the TDHVL lab, the comparison 

between simulated and experimental results confirmed the good performance of the developed 

model.  

In addition, the model has also been validated by means of the PEA cell of the LEPRE lab. In 

this case, a dielectric layer with material properties that fall outside the range allowed by the 

PEA cell, has been used as a sample. In this way, a reflection coming from the absorber layer 

and located within the main output signal has been observed in both experimental and 

simulation test.  

As an evolution of the model, specimens made of two different dielectric layers were 

implemented into the model. Furthermore, the Maxwell-Wagner theory was been used in order 

to evaluate the amount of interfacial charge interposed between the dielectric/dielectric 

interfaces. Also in this case simulation results have been confirmed by experimental tests. 

In the final part of this thesis, some recommendations have been given. In particular, the 

provided graphs could be very useful to establish, in an easy and fast way, the sample types that 

may be tested with a PEA cell already built. Moreover, in case of a PEA design, further graphs 

were realized in order to evaluate the correct thickness of ground electrode and absorber, on the 
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basis of the specimens that are to be tested. However the limitations of the developed PEA cell 

model, that will be addressed in future works, are reported in the following:  

 

- The PEA cell output signal obtained by simulations is the one detected by the sensor, 

without considering the amplifier effect. Therefore, the amplitude of the signal provided 

by the model is different from that displayed in the oscilloscope during experimental 

measures. In future works, an amplifier with the same features of those used in the PEA 

cells will be inserted in the output of the Leach’s impedance-type transducer model 

implemented in Simulink environment.    

- The validation of the model was made by comparing simulation and experimental 

results, and the latter were obtained after the application of the calibration and 

deconvolution techniques. Therefore, signals in C/m³ (in the experimental test) and in 

mV (in the simulation test) were compared. Despite in the developed model, the axis of 

interest is that of the time (which remains unchanged), the implementation of the 

calibration technique in order to obtain a charge signal as a final results can be useful. 

- An ideal Gaussian pulse was used as a pulse generator. In future works, an equation able 

to generate a real pulse generator shape will be implemented into the model. 

- The model simulates the presence of only surface charges deposited in correspondence 

of the sample interfaces. However, if an amount of space charge accumulates in the 

sample bulk, the related acoustic waves generated by their vibration, after being 

reflected within the ground electrode or in the absorber, could cause reflections within 

the main output signal. Therefore, simulations consisting of a specimen containing 

accumulated space charges will be carried out and the equations providing the minimum 

thickness of ground electrode and absorber must be revised accordingly.  

- The model simulates the PEA cell for flat specimens. In future works, a PEA cell for 

cables will be studied and implemented into the model, and thus cylindrical geometries 

simulating a cable will be considered as a sample.       

 

Thanks to the advantages provided by Matlab software, further research work can be carried 

out, in particular: 

 

- simulations of a three different dielectric layers samples, as it is more relevant to the 

cable/cable joints.   

- simulations of acoustic waves behavior within the PEA cell, for both flat and cable 

specimens, under different temperature gradient.  
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A.  Pseudocode of the developed PEA cell model 

In this appendix, the pseudoce for a single layer specimen, theoretically described in Chapter 3 

of this thesis, is reported.  

 
Input the thickness of all PEA cell components (d_c omponent): HV 
electrode, semiconducting layer, sample, ground ele ctrode, 
sensor absorber and bottom electrode. 
 
Set spatial step: dz. 
 
Calculate M dimensions for each PEA cell component:  

M_component = round (d_component/dz) 
 

Create and Initialize voltage and current vectors f or each PEA 
cell component (V_component, I_component). 
 
Create and Initialize the transmission line paramet er vectors 
for each PEA cell component: (R_component, L_compon ent, 
C_component, G_component). 
 
Input the material properties of each PEA cell comp onent: density 
( ρ), acoustic velocity ( v), attenuation coefficients ( α) and 
( αtc ). 
 
Calculate the transmission line parameters of each PEA cell 
component: resistance (R), capacitance (C), inducta nce (L) and 
conductance (G): 

R_material = 2* ρ_material*v_material*area* α_material; 
L_material = area* ρ_material; 
C_material = 1/area* ρ_material*v_material ^2); 
G_material = 2/ ρ_material*v_material*area)*( αtc _material); 

 
Set the time step for each PEA cell component: 

dt_material = dz/v_material; 
 

Calculate the parameters P, Q, Y, S (see pag.64) fo r each PEA 
cell component: 

P_component = (2*L_component -- dt_material* 
*R_component)./(2*L_component + dt_material* *R_com ponent); 
Q_component = (2*dt_material)./(dt_material*dz*R_co mponent + 
+ 2*dz*L_component); 
Y_component = (2*C_component -G_component* 
*dt_material)./(2*C_component + G_component *dt_mat erial); 
S_component = (2*dt_material)./(dt_material*dz*G_co mponent + 
2*dz*C_component); 

 
Calculate the parameters Y, S of the nodes between two PEA cell 
components named i (before the node) and i+1 (after the node): 

Y_component i - component i+1  = (2*(C_ component i  (1)+ 
+C_component i+1  (1))/2 (G component i  (1)+ G component i+1  (1))/2* 
dt_material)./(2*(C component i  (1)+C component i+1  (1))/2+(G 
component i  (1)+G component i+1  (1))/2*dt_material); 
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S_component i - component i+1 = (2*dt_material)./(dt_material* 
*dz*(G component i  (1)+G component i+1  (1))/2 + 2*dz* 
*(C_component i  (1)+C_component i+1  (1))/2); 

 
Set the simulation time: N dimension 
//*Create a loop to solve the Telegraphist’s equati ons by means 
of the FDTD method: 
 
For n = 1: N 

  Input: Pulse generators: 
  Vpulse_positive(n)= 600*(exp(-((n-8)^2)/20));  
  Vpulse_negative(n)= - 600*(exp(-((n-8)^2)/20));  

 
Insert the pulse source in correspondence of the sa mple 
interfaces: 

     V_Sample(1) = V_Sample(1) + Vpulse_positive(n) ; 
      V_Sample(M_Sample) = V_Sample(M_Sample) +      

Vpulse_negative(n); 
 

      For m = 2 : M_component -- 1, update of the v oltage 
V_compoent (m)= Y_compoent (m).*V_compoent(m)+ 
+S_compoent (m).*(I_compoent (m-1)-IHV(m)); 

    end for loop; 
 
    if m == M_component, solve the node equation 

V_component i  (M_component i ) = Y_component i  - 
component i+1  * V_component i  (M_component i ) +    
S_component i  - component i+1 *(I_component i  
(M_component i  -1) -I_component i+1  (1)); 

   end if 
 

Set the continuity of voltage between the nodes: 
     V_component i+1 (1) = V_component i (M_component i ) 

 
           For m = 1 : M_component -- 1, update of the current: 

I_component i (m) = P_component i (m).* 
*I_component i (m)+ Q_component i (m).* 
*(V_component i  (m)-V_component i  (m+1));   

    end for loop 
 

    Set the continuity of current between the nodes :  
I_component i (M_component i )= I_component i+1 (M_component i+1 );  

 
Record the voltage and the current values; 
 
Show the dynamic simulation of wave behavior within  the    
PEA cell; 
 

end for loop 
 

Save Input and Output current of the transmission l ine simulating 
the Sensor; 
 
Comunication with Simulink in which the Leach’s Tra sducer model 
is implemented; 
 
Display the final wave pattern. 
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